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Community Consultation Process
In mid-2012 Town Council embarked on the development of an economic development
strategy for the Town of Banff. Early in the process, the project was re-focussed on “economic
prosperity” since the concept of “development” raises numerous problems when viewed in the
Banff context. As well, the entire project was defined as multi-phase with the first phase
intended to generate a definition of economic prosperity. Subsequent phases will include how
to measure economic prosperity as we have defined it and, ultimately, how we manage the
community towards the prosperity goals.
From the perspective of economic development, Banff is unique. Unlike other Canadian towns
and cities, Banff’s municipal boundary is fixed (set in federal legislation) and there is a
mandated cap on the amount of commercial space allowed in the community. As a result,
physical expansion of the townsite (annexation) is not an available strategy for generating
future economic growth. Similarly, while the cap on commercial space creates an upper limit
on the total amount of space, the current reality is that almost all of the available commercial
space has been developed. New development in “green fields” is also not an available strategy
for future economic growth.
Ultimately, an economic development strategy is one of several strategies a municipality might
employ to achieve a desired level of local economic activity and resultant “prosperity”. This
report is limited to defining the concept of economic prosperity and does not address any other
related issue.

Overview of the community consultation process
In determining a definition of economic prosperity in Banff, the goal was to obtain the full
range of perspectives held in the community. Community categories were created in
consultation with Council at a workshop in August. The purpose of this segmentation approach
was to get specific statements from each sector about how they defined economic prosperity
and not homogenize the perspectives. We also decided to hold discussions (Focus Groups) in
homogenous groups to ensure all participants were able to contribute their point of view
without challenge or conflicting debate. An online survey was added to the process once the
key messages from the interviews and Focus Groups were understood. The community
consultation to define economic prosperity was comprised of individual interviews, Focus
Groups and the online survey.
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A listing of individual interview candidates was created by the consultant and the Town project
liaison staff. The individuals invited to Focus Groups were drawn from registrants on the
website and individual names generated by the consultant and Town project liaison staff.
Council members also suggested residents’ names for interviews and Focus Group inclusion.
The consultant followed-up with each of these individuals and a few of them registered for the
project. The interviews were conducted between October 29, 2012 and January 3, 2013. All
Focus Groups were conducted in November, 2012. The online survey was conducted during
March, 2013.

Number of participants, extent of representation of community
In October, 2012, the Town of Banff placed advertisements in the weekly Crag & Canyon
section used to announce various Town programs and news items. This was repeated several
times and resulted in 35 residents responding via the web portal established for the project.
The respondents self-identified themselves as per the categories included on the drop-down
menu. In a few cases, the respondents were unclear which category suited them best and,
where possible, this was resolved through email communication with the consultant. One
further participant withdrew from participation once they found out the project required their
personal attendance at a meeting; they had been under the impression the project would be
conducted via a virtual “chat room”.
Early discussions were held with the Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association to determine
how best to involve that key sector in the project. We initially thought it efficient to work
through the Association to access hotel general managers and owners. However, at that time
the Association was in the process of organizing its own economic study. The Association
confirmed the consultant’s study they we commissioning would be their contribution to the
project. Individual hotel managers and owners, however, still volunteered to be interviewed by
the consultant and their input is reflected in the comments below.
The online survey attracted 157 respondents. However, detailed commentary in the survey
was only obtained from 44-57 individuals, depending on the question. The survey included
questions that enabled identification of respondent types in terms of gender, age grouping
economic sector, business ownership and income source (e.g., employment, pension,
investment). More details about the respondents are included below on the Online Survey
section of this report.
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In total, 215 individuals participated in this project. The range of residents included newly
arrived ski hill workers, retired professionals, retailers, restauranteurs, hoteliers, resident
employees of varying lengths of residency, residents with families, public sector leaders,
business owners and managers. At the outset of the project, Council expressed the desire to
specifically include seniors and Grade 12 students in the community consultation.
Unfortunately, this effort gained no traction with either group due to seasonal considerations
and curriculum management concerns, respectively. In the case of the seniors, the timing of our
efforts coincided with Christmas celebrations and other seasonal events. The Grade 12
students’ participation did not materialize due to concerns about their overall academic
workload and the time available to participate in our work was already allocated.

Challenges in generating participation
We expected and experienced a certain amount of attrition in the number of registrants. Some
respondents withdrew due to their own travel plans and work pressures. A few respondents,
having registered on the website, did not respond to further communication (email, telephone)
about further participation in the project. Specifically in gathering Focus Groups, some
respondents did not participate due to the difficulty of attending the meeting date/time that
worked for over 80% of the other respondents. We applied a great deal of flexibility in setting
dates/times for Focus Group meetings : evenings, daytime, week-days, weekends, time of day.
In the end, sessions were held when a majority of the respondents in that group were able to
attend.
Focus Groups for the retail and restaurant/bar sectors were very difficult to organize. In
addition to difficulties in obtaining responses from individuals, finding common times and dates
with those that did respond proved to be an insurmountable challenge. As a result, all of these
individuals were included in the project as individual interviews.
Several individuals participated in interviews wearing several “hats”: landlord, hotelier,
restaurant/bar operator. Their responses were attributed to each sector as the content of their
answer dictated.

General question approach
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Whether in individual interviews or in the Focus Groups, the general approach was to ask each
participant :
“Imagine you are either still in Banff or have come back to Banff 20 years from now. You have a
vantage point that allows you to see the entire community in one glance and you can see that
Banff is a prosperous community. Describe the things you see that enables you to reach the
conclusion that Banff is economically prosperous.”

Individual Interviews
Individual interviews were undertaken with 22 participants. A number of these are senior
managers and/or business owners and it was very difficult to manage their time constraints and
include them in Focus Groups. Others covered several sectors and asking them to participate in
3-4 focus groups was not viable. By conducting a separate interview, it became possible to
explore the different sector viewpoints they held in a more time-efficient manner. Lastly, as
mentioned above individuals from the retail and restaurant sectors were challenging to engage
in this project and individual interviews were best suited to obtain their input. A listing of
interviewees is included in the Appendix.
Interviews were conducted in a variety of locations, ranging from offices to coffee shops. In
each case, the conversation was “on the record”. The time dedicated to each interview varied
with each person, but ranged between 20 minutes to 1.5 hours. In all cases, the individual
spoke to the immediate question (defining economic prosperity in Banff), but also elaborated
on the context for their definition and a host of related topics. Given the group of individuals
interviewed, the data and observations obtained in the process represents a rich and diverse
perspective on the economy of Banff.
In the interviews, as individuals spoke to the question and then elaborated on their response,
more specific questions were asked to sharpen the focus on what economic prosperity in Banff
means to them.

Focus Groups
When individuals registered on the Town’s project website, they were asked to self-identify
into the following categories (with number of registrants in parenthesis):
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Local Family (11)
Senior (0)
Seasonal Employee (0)
Resident Employee (13)
Employee Public Sector (3)
Owner/Manager Retail (5)
Owner/Manager Food & Beverage Sector (1)
Owner/ Manager Accommodation sector (1)
Owner/Manager Other Business (3)

The consultant followed-up with each registrant to establish contact and determine suitable
dates to conduct the Focus Group. A listing of participants per Focus Group is included in the
Appendix.
Each Focus Group was dedicated to a specific sector or group in the community. This
homogeneity of participants in each Focus Group was intended to bring out the full range of
ideas and thoughts from a group without getting bogged down by cross-sector debates and
discussion. It also allowed for individuals to strengthen or diminish the various points a sector
was making. Each group was asked to indicate the priority or importance they placed on
aspects of each definition. A “red dot” exercise was used for individuals to express their
priority viewpoints. (See Appendix for clarification)
In the Focus Groups, individuals were asked to write their own response to the question and
then posted their responses on a wall in the meeting room. They were then asked to speak to
their statements to clarify meaning and respond to questions from other Focus Group
members. Each participant was then asked to indicate the importance or priority they placed
on any item posted by any participants. Further discussion ensued and then the group was
asked to bring all issues/topics together in a way that consolidated their input. To do that, they
were asked to dictate a singular definition of Banff economic prosperity to the consultant.
Focus Group meetings were held :
-

November 7 : Banff Life (The Hub)
November 8 : Resident Employees (Town Hall)
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-

November 19 : Business Owner/Manager (Town Hall)
November 25 : Local Family (Town Hall)

Hotel Motel Association Study
The project team was aware the Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association was undertaking a
consulting study on the economy of Banff. As a result, the project consultant met with the
Association’s Executive Director twice during the project to understand how the two efforts
might converge and to determine how the Association’s study might play a role in informing the
definition project. The Association indicated that its report would be the hotel sector’s
contribution to the definition project, in addition to any individual hotelier’s participation in
interviews or focus groups. The project team has had a chance to review the Association’s
Study and the consultant met with the Association’s Executive Director to discussion how the
study might help in defining economic prosperity in Banff. The Association’s study has many
similarities with the findings of the community consultation project.

Online Survey
Following the Focus Groups and individual interviews, the Town of Banff administration
launched an online survey to further broaden the consultation effort. The survey instrument
was developed based on the key messages arising out of the work done to date. The survey
had several purposes : to engage a larger number of Banff residents; to bring forward any
related issue not yet included in the work; to look for validation or repudiation of the key
messages heard so far.
The survey was launched in early March, 2013. The timing turned out to be propitious in that it
followed directly on Council’s decision on the LUB dealing with quotas. Coincidentally, the
transfer of a key hospital service to Canmore was also a flashpoint of discussion in the
community shortly before the survey was launched. As a result, the nature of the community,
economic prosperity and related issues were a front-of-mind topic for many residents.
Participation in the survey was available for 3 weeks and closed at midnight April 1, 2013. The
survey was conducted on SurveyMonkey. The raw material for survey questions was developed
by the consultant and administration retained the company ResearchWorks to bring the
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questions into a form appropriate for such a survey. In a further effort to engage the seniors’
community, printed copies of the survey were available in both the Senior’s Centre and Town
Hall.

Themes -- Summary
With a topic as complex as defining a community’s economic prosperity, it is not surprising that
the input we received was diverse. The source of diversity was rooted in an individual’s length
of time in the community, their role in it and their personal circumstances. Without
homogenizing the diversity of input, several themes emerged and these can be grouped into
two categories : personal (internal perspective) and commercial and community (external
perspective).
The themes arising out the personal perspective on economic prosperity are, firstly, incomebased. Residents measure the economic prosperity of Banff in the very personal context of
their own income. A related theme is the amount of freely discretionary time at their disposal.
This is connected with the need among members of the community to hold more than one job
in order to obtain their desired level of income. Another aspect of the personal definition of
economic prosperity is in the context of career prospects. This is connected to the type of jobs
available in Banff which is, in turn, connected to the type of employers in Banff and a sense
among the residents that the economic future possible them here is positive. Lastly, the way
their family needs are met and the level of services to support families was a recurring theme.
The themes arising out of the externally focussed perspective had much to do with levels of
visitation, the vibrancy of the community through spontaneous or planned events and the
general “buzz” in town. A prosperous town has buzz. A recurring theme was the visible signs of
investment (public and private) in Banff’s facilities, homes, commercial buildings and
infrastructure. It is also perhaps obvious that residents would define economic prosperity in
terms of store vacancies and the general turnover of businesses. Embedded in this latter
perspective is the question of who owns the businesses and the various public debates around
business type that has been current in Banff during the time this project was conducted. Lastly,
and because of Banff’s unique location in Canada’s first national park, economic prosperity was
seen as being related to our alignment with park values and that a prosperous Banff has
community-wide strong environmental practices.
The following sections of this Report will now describe the resident contribution to defining
economic prosperity in Banff, based on each segment of the consultation project.
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Focus Groups

Defining Economic Prosperity – Local Family Focus Group

This Focus Group defined economic prosperity in terms of a “whole” community – vertically
and horizontally. Vertical “wholeness” means the range of services and opportunities available
to those living in Banff. Horizontal “wholeness” refers to who it’s all for. Not surprisingly, this
Focus Group defined prosperity in a way that had families and family activity very visible and
pervasive. Examples like a large dog park, playgrounds or recreation areas, housing and
wellness services are all related to what a family in a prosperous community was thought to
need. In their view, a prosperous Banff includes affordable housing suited to families and a
suite of child-centric recreational opportunities integrated into the community. Children
playing soccer or hockey in neighbourhoods, families strolling along the river all paint a picture
of prosperity for this Focus Group. Prosperity was also defined as resident taking care of their
homes, not just in the building maintenance sense, but also in the gardening and decorating
sense.
Not surprisingly, the presence of schools and day care facilities feature strongly in the
prosperity definition for this group. Accessible, high-quality, well-funded and innovative
schools is an additional attribute of a prosperous Banff.
The resident population (who these services and amenities are for) was seen as diverse
(ethnically and age distribution) with a heavy emphasis on long-term residency and long-term
commitment. Fundamental to this Focus Group’s definition is that the adults have disposable
time to spend on family activities.
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Defining Economic Prosperity -- Resident Employee Focus Group
This Focus Group defined economic prosperity as including a busy, vibrant community that
looks well-maintained with a broad spectrum of services and a diverse population. The
connection to the national park was an important component of the group’s definition as was
the environmental sustainability of the community. References were made to the presence of
green spaces, pedestrian-only areas and the widespread use of public transit.
An interesting aspect of this group’s definition was the presence of locals in the downtown area
after 5:00pm, implying downtown has amenities and services of interest to locals and that the
area was vibrant with activity throughout the day and evening : residents don’t just leave their
jobs and head home after work. The presence of sidewalk cafes, perhaps some public art or
creative spaces were aspects of economic prosperity in this context.
Resident Employees have career opportunities and can be optimistic about how their future life
might unfold in a prosperous Banff. Personal prosperity based on a sufficiently high income
from one job, as well as having the ability to save money, was included in the group’s definition,
but greater emphasis was placed on quality of life and lifestyle. A prosperous Banff is achieved
in harmony with the surrounding national park and national park values. Housing options were
also included, but only in the sense of there being an appropriate mix of rental and owned
housing being available.
This group included population diversity : ethnically, professionally and age-wise as a
component of their definition. Children and seniors are visible in a prosperous community and
have spaces to engage in activities of their choosing.
Economic prosperity includes freshly maintained buildings (personal and commercial) and the
town has a “fresh look” that is congruent with the natural environment.
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Defining Economic Prosperity -- Business Owners/Managers Focus Group
According to this Focus Group, in a prosperous Banff people have reasons to be in the streets
and the streets are well-maintained and clean to encourage repeat visitation. All buildings in
town are up to date and we are a nice mountain town where people give back to the
community. There is a lot of outdoor activity and green space is mixed in with business space.
For this Focus Group, economic prosperity in Banff is intimately linked to high visitation levels
and an active community of locals. Underlying this component of the definition is the
implication that we are the type of community that a lot of people want to experience -“people are out shopping and our public areas are full of happy people”, “visitors (are)
wandering the streets excited to explore a unique and sustainable community”.
Like the others, for this Focus Group a prosperous Banff is a community with a diverse
population in terms of ethnicity and age distribution. But the emphasis is more on what people
are doing and the infrastructure or facilities they are able to use. A prosperous Banff is
characterized by well-maintained infrastructure and buildings and features like bike trails, parks
or green spaces are readily available. The cleanliness of the town was spoken about as well – a
well maintained, clean, organized and cared-for town is a prosperous town. The widespread
use of public transit and public art ventures were also included in this group’s definition.
In a prosperous Banff, locals shop in town and all residents can afford to go skiing and
participate in programs that cost money. “We are a small mountain town and we provide for
the community to make it a good and positive experience for locals which will result in a great
experience for our visitors.”
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Defining Economic Prosperity -- Banff Life
The theme of defining economic prosperity in Banff by this group was more general than
specific. Participants defined prosperity resulting in a bustling, vibrant community, animated by
special events which attract visitors. Participants spoke about a degree of harmony between
the community and the national park. They also spoke to the relative scale and size of
community being moderate – more about optimising than maximizing : a prosperous
community is able to optimize and doesn’t have to maximize. As new residents, the
participants valued the openness and friendliness that welcomed them into town and saw that
as an essential component of how we might define Banff’s economic prosperity in the future.
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Themes -- Interviews
Many of the interviewees commented that our definition needed to be broader than “just”
economic prosperity. They noted that community prosperity, cultural prosperity, etc. were just
as important and took a holistic view of the prosperity concept.

Economic
The prosperity of the commercial sector dominated the interviewees’ comments. Most
interviewees believed the prosperity of the community is rooted in the prosperity of the
commercial sector – successful businesses will generate jobs, tax revenue and spin-offs that
translate into a prosperous community. As a result, defining prosperity in Banff became an
exercise in defining the conditions necessary for businesses to be prosperous in Banff.
Participants made the link between commercial financial success and the knock-on effect in
terms of tax revenue accruing to the Town, wages and benefits provided to employees,
investment and re-investment opportunities and the general value of businesses.
In a prosperous future, re-investment levels are high, wage levels are high, there is visible
trades activity, businesses are able to move into town, there are few barriers to new businesses
moving into town.

Banff is not an island
For most interviewees, the provincial economic context was an important reference point. The
general concept is that Banff won’t be prosperous unless Alberta is also prosperous and that
demographic trends shaping Alberta will have a strong impact on Banff. Some of this speaks to
visitor mix, but from an economic perspective, prosperity in Banff includes affluent, young
Albertans yielding a high daily “spend” for the community. As well, the presence of Canmore’s
part-time residents in Banff’s economic prosperity picture was noted.

Investment/Re-investment
A typical comment would be “Businesses have re-invested in their facilities and services
because of their optimism about future revenue growth and return on investment.”
Participants drew a distinction between the re-circulation of internal money within the
community and the injection of new (external) funds into the commercial sector. Re-circulation
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of internal funds was deemed to be a reflection of an existing operator’s beliefs about or
commitment to doing business in Banff. External funds coming from investors not yet active in
Banff were seen as a more positive indicator of a long-term prosperous community.
It was suggested that a useful way of defining a prosperous Banff is in how easy it is to sell a
business in Banff. Related closely to the investment/re-investment concepts and the potential
influx of external money, this idea generally says that a current business owner can (more or
less) easily sell their business because the new owner sees the prospect of investing in Banff
positively and believes the return on that investment will be better than the other investment
options they are exploring.
The theme of re-investment featured strongly in the interviewees’ comments. Re-investment
in infrastructure (both public and private), re-investment in businesses, renewal of facilities, reinvestment in amenities and services all were referenced as indicative of a prosperous
community. The visibility of re-investment (personal and corporate) was a frequent reference
made by interviewees. As one participant stated it : “We don’t have any tar-paper shacks in a
prosperous Banff.”

Infrastructure
On a related note, economic prosperity in Banff was also defined in the negative : not having
run-down buildings, no poorly maintained business establishments, no potholes in the streets,
no derelict alleyways, no empty storefronts and so on.
On a comparative basis, prosperity in Banff was defined as the presence of high-end
establishments and the absence of economy segment hotels, stores and services. A
prosperous Banff means a type of visitor willing to spend a significant amount of money during
their stay. As a result, economy businesses (and the low-spending visitors they attract) were
seen as not compatible with a prosperous Banff.
Defining economic prosperity in Banff creates a picture in which the community is “Bannered,
Clean, Bright”.

Our Offering
In terms of the retail and tourism product offering, interviewees felt a sign of prosperity is that
we have a mix of stores and offerings resulting in most or all needs being met. Many
individuals subscribed to the notion that a “healthy” churn or turnover of business types is an
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indicator of prosperity since it meant opportunities for new entrants existed and market
dynamics functioned to weed out unsuccessful business operators. Although some participants
felt having “no empty storefronts” was a sign of prosperity, most felt there is and should always
be vibrancy in the local economy that prevents stagnation, punishes failure and rewards
success.
Much commentary was offered on the on-going change of business or store type available in
Banff. The historic shift from souvenir to gift retail offerings reflected the shift in visitor
expectations and number of copy-cat stores was noted. A prosperous Banff was defined as
having a mix of offerings that met or exceeded visitor expectations in terms of authenticity,
uniqueness, originality, common products or styles.
Defining economic prosperity in Banff included references to a mix of offerings that has broad
appeal -- not to the extent of trying to be everything for everyone, but a spectrum of offerings
which recognizes the interests of a diverse mix of visitors and locals.

Open For Business
A major theme about defining economic prosperity in Banff was the extent to which Banff was
seen to be “open for business”. This was expressed in ways ranging from reactive -- the
defensive attitude of town business permit staff/processes, to proactive or promotional – the
community actively soliciting the “right” kind of businesses to consider relocating to Banff. In
general, though, this point of view said that a prosperous Banff welcomes businesses and
investors and makes it easy for them to relocate here. This is based on the linkage mentioned
above : a prosperous community is made possible by prosperous businesses.

Inter-jurisdictional Cooperation and Collaboration
Related to the business climate in a prosperous Banff is the extent to which the 3 levels of
government collaborate, jointly plan and deliver services and have shared economic prosperity
goals for the community. This also extended to collaboration and cooperation with Canmore in
the provision of services and infrastructure. The notion that a prosperous Banff has a new
viewpoint on jurisdictional boundaries was referenced often. Some individuals took a pan-Bow
Valley view and felt a prosperous Banff did not have room for “silo thinking”. While leadership
was often spoken about in terms of political leadership, many interviewees also spoke about
community leadership provided by the business community. The idea was that Banff’s leaders
would have a shared prosperity vision and would integrate their own business interests into
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this picture. Economic prosperity in Banff meant collective interests being pursued in addition
of personal ones, the support for, and acceptance of, a grand vision for prosperity, and a degree
of broad alignment around what’s in the best interests of a prosperous Banff community.
Lastly, in an economically prosperous Banff, Parks Canada is a fully engaged partner with
businesses to protect what it takes to be a successful business and a successful town.

Town Services and Town Debt
More aspects of town services are included in the Community section below, but there were
several references to economic prosperity in Banff being defined by way of the Town’s Balance
Sheet and debt level. Prosperity was defined as no debt load, a “clean” Balance Sheet and
generally speaking, the municipal administration living within our means and having financial
reserves to apply to emerging issues/problems. However, economic prosperity in Banff
included a well-funded set of town services.

Feeding the Local Economy
The flow of money in the community was another way participants defined economic
prosperity. As one participant put it, in a prosperous Banff “money earned here is spent here.”
As well, and related to the financial success of the commercial sector, economic prosperity also
meant that businesses in Banff make public commitments about donating a percentage of their
profits to the community.

Community & Residents
Many interviewees chose to express their definition of prosperity in community terms. Their
thinking was that our prosperity was visible in how a community looked after itself. Topics such
as civic pride, commitment to a future in Banff and the overall lifestyle possible in the
community were discussed. The level of volunteerism was also seen as a useful definition of
prosperity.
One interesting way of defining economic prosperity in Banff was the reference that there is no
“underbelly” in town. Whether viewed from the negative or positive, this means that a
prosperous community does not have a portion, area, neighbourhood or street that isn’t well-
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maintained, cared for and where the residents or business don’t feel an obvious sense of
ownership and pride.
Many viewed a prosperous Banff as being a place where residents could afford to live in
appropriate housing, with incomes that enabled a middle class lifestyle and optimism about the
future that allowed people to commit their future to being here. In turn, that resulted in the
discussion of the level of school enrolments, day care usage and visible presence of families in
Banff. Many felt strongly that Banff would only be considered prosperous if there was a
demographic mix in the community (in particular, a mix of ages). In other words, we had
seniors, day care kids, vibrant schools and visible signs that residents have time to walk, stroll,
play games and other general recreational pursuits.
Prosperity was expressed as “I can volunteer some of my free time to the community because I
don’t need to hold down 2 or 3 jobs just to live here”.
Committing one’s future to Banff implied a set of career options and support for a family
lifestyle. Underlying that were assumptions about affordable housing and a mix of housing that
gave residents options, based on their personal situation.
The number and types of jobs available in Banff also related to the prosperity of the
community. Paraphrasing some of the commentary : “Prosperity is having the type of jobs that
pay a high (enough) salary, that have career potential, and there are enough of these types of
jobs.”
The combination of civic pride and willingness to personally invest in Banff is what participants
saw as leading to houses, yards, sidewalks, gardens, streets and green spaces that are kept well
by the residents. In a prosperous Banff, residents not only have the inclination, but also the
time and money to do that.
The state of the alleyways in town drew particular attention from interviewees. They held the
view that a prosperous Banff included these spaces being vibrant, clean, fresh and safe. A
prosperous Banff also has animated spaces, artwalks and spaces that are designed for and used
by the community.

Resident Population Mix
Much attention was given to who is in town in a prosperous Banff. Virtually all interviewees
saw our prosperity reflected in the socio-economic spectrum and, in particular, the presence of
a strong “middle”. In other words, Banff is not a town of owners and transient employees,
wealthy and low-income. Far from it! A prosperous Banff has a mix of all types of residents. A
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key, though, was the presence of middle management staff and individuals in mid-career.
Implicit in that is the view that families and seniors were both essential components of defining
economic prosperity in Banff.

Civic Pride
The way residents engage with the functioning of the community was an important component
of defining economic prosperity in Banff. A prosperous community has leaders who step
forward willingly to help guide it into the future. An outgrowth of civic pride and commitment,
the number of people who participate in town committees and community organizations is a
reflection of prosperity.

Volunteerism and Charitable Giving
The level of volunteerism was strongly correlated to the level of prosperity in Banff. A
prosperous community has engaged citizens who have a stake in the future of the community
using their disposable time to participate in community building activities. Whether it’s from
individuals or businesses, the level of charitable giving is high and is not limited to fundraising.
Business are making some of the employees’ time available for volunteer work and business
leaders participate on committees and task forces on a range of community initiatives. A key
distinction made by the interviewees is that volunteerism is not limited to retired people but is
spread throughout the age groups in Banff.

Housing
Numerous aspects of housing were referenced frequently by interviewees :
-

Type of housing available
Affordability
Quality of housing

Particular attention was drawn to the existence of “tar paper shacks”. These were seen as
incompatible with a prosperous Banff. (See also earlier mention of “underbelly”.) According to
the participants, the type of housing available in a prosperous Banff is varied and the different
types of housing are located in all parts of the community.
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Affordability was closely linked to community prosperity as it relates to the percentage of
income spent on housing and the effect this had on how many jobs a resident needs to have in
order to afford to live in Banff. That, in turn, relates to things like volunteerism, civic
engagement and lifestyle.

Lifestyle
In a prosperous Banff our residents are doing more than just making a living in town. Residents
can enjoy a lifestyle that allows them to live, eat and cook in adequate, affordable housing.
From this perspective, economic prosperity was seen as a means to an end. Our prosperity
allows us to lead the lifestyle we came to Banff to enjoy.

Community Services & Facilities
The presence, funding and delivery of community services was included by many participants in
their definition of prosperity in Banff. A prosperous Banff can afford to offer effective
community services to its core population and community facilities are well-maintained and
heavily used. Full schools, well-used day care and recreation centres were seen as being part of
a prosperous Banff.

Cultural
Some interviewees included culture in their definition of prosperity. They did so in the context
of cultural tourism being an important way the community defines itself. They also saw it in the
context of Banff having a cultural vibrancy through events and a “look” that matched the
heritage of our community. A prosperous Banff has events for and by locals in addition to
events for visitors; we have vibrant activities and events for visitors and residents -- both
unrehearsed and staged animation.

Environmental
Interviewees generally felt that a fundamental alignment between our community and the
national park was an essential element of how we might define economic prosperity in Banff.
Prosperity was seen in the context of our privileged position in Banff National Park and included
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the standards to which buildings were constructed and the visible harmony between
community and park.

Visitors
According to the interviewees, an economically prosperous Banff includes a diverse mix of
visitors from all over the world. They come here because of a spectrum of offerings that
appeals to many and they spend a significant amount of money during their time in Banff. A
prosperous Banff is an interesting place to visit because it is an authentic mountain community
full of “real” locals who take a great deal of pride in their community. Events and activities are
both spontaneous and planned and our prosperity breeds a generosity of spirit and hospitality.
As a result, visits to Banff are based on visits to the townsite and may include nearby
attractions, lakes and trailheads. Visitors come for many, different reasons and believe their
investment in a visit to Banff will yield a very high value of return.
Underlying this view of economic prosperity is an open and promotional approach to
encouraging visitation by all stakeholders. As a prosperous community, we use our natural
attributes (natural and human) to attract visitors and share our sense of place with them.
Visitation in a prosperous Banff have found a way to engage visitors with cultural tourism, ecotourism and events.
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Online Survey
The survey was comprised of 17 questions and would have taken respondents 15-20 minutes to
complete. The initial and last few questions were contextual in nature and the middle 11
questions dealt with economic prosperity related matters. These questions combined open
commentary and scaling of importance or priority. We also asked respondents to explain the
“why” of their comments in some cases. As a result, the survey responses are rich with insight
and data on how individuals express their views of economic prosperity. The commentary
below attempts to summarize the responses, but in some cases the responses are so diverse
that summarizing without inadvertently projecting a bias was not possible. In those instances a
summary of the raw data responses is included. A sample of the survey and the full survey
response file is included as an appendix to this report.
Question #1 To begin with, are you a current Banff resident or business owner/manager?
Most of the respondents were employees in a business (61%) and 39% were business owners or
managers.
Question #2 Did you take part in the recent economic prosperity focus groups or
interviews?
Most of the respondents had not participated in the earlier phases of the community
consultation. 90% (140 respondents) indicated they had not been part of either the interviews
or the Focus Groups conducted earlier.

Questions 14, 15, 16 and 17 gathering other demographic information
Accommodation employees accounted for 28% of respondents, Food & Beverage were 5.6%
and Retail accounted for 2.8% of respondents. 64% of the respondents were from the “Other”
category of employers.
In terms of household income distribution, it is clear the survey got the most responses from
households earning more than $60,000 per year. None of the respondents earned less than
$20,000 and 14% of the respondents earned between $20,000 – 60,000/yr. 24% earned
between $60,000 – 100,000 and 23% earned in excess of $120,000.
Demographically speaking, more than half of the survey respondents were female (57%) and
almost 60% of respondents were between the ages of 35—54. The 45-54 age group was the
single largest respondent group with 32%. About 11.5% of the respondents were in the 25-34
age bracket and 18% were in the 55-64 age bracket. In terms of length of residency, 70% of
respondents have resided in Banff for 10 years or longer. 23% have resided in Banff between 5-
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10 years. We did not obtain much participation from short-term residents (0% of less than one
year; 7% of 1-5 years).
66% of respondents did not have children living with them at home and 84% are employed on
an on-going basis. 73% of respondents earn their income from employment and 13% earn their
income from pensions.

Question #3 What does economic prosperity in Banff mean to you?
In answer to this question, the respondents provided a great deal of commentary and
numerous definitions of economic prosperity. While we are not attempting to create a single
definition of economic prosperity with this community consultation, but it’s interesting to see
diversity of commentary provided by the respondents when asked to speak directly to the
topic. 51 individual comments were obtained in the survey.
These can be aggregated into 6 broad points.
Economic prosperity means :
-

-

The ability to sustain both business and community so as to maintain or enhance our
current standards of living, keeping taxes low, and maintain town infrastructure and
programs.
Strong sense of community (diversity, belonging and vibrancy)
Personal financial success
Businesses are succeeding
The number and level of jobs available in town
Visible reinvestment

Question #4 What one aspect of Banff's economic prosperity stands out as being most
important to you?
There is no one aspect that stands out in respondents’ minds as being Most Important. We
received 51 comments and the range of responses spans :
-

environmental practices,
successful business,
families thriving, parking,
our By-Laws,
planning for a future that doesn’t feature commercial growth,
marketing strategies,
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-

cost of renting retail space, and
the type of attractions in Banff.

Question #5 Why is it the most important?
Again, we have 51 responses and they are, unfortunately, not a focussed set of responses. The
range includes :
-

It’s our economic engine,
We need to attract talented new employees/residents,
Our environmental practices are very important,
We need to be in alignment with the national park (values and environmental practices),
The role of housing as a deterrant/attractant for residents,
income inequality in the community,
population diversity leads to a vibrant communty,
Banff as a place that is worth investing in,
happy children lead to happy families which lead to happy employees and employers,
and
the cost of housing creates financial stress on residents.

Question #6 What are Banff’s key economic prosperity challenges?
Respondents did not identify a single key challenge. Instead, we received a big cluster of
suggestions of what our key economic prosperity challenges are :
-

Sharing prosperity with the “working poor”
Future taxation levels
Perceived concentration of ownership
Future visitation levels
State of the tourism product
Negative visitor experience
Balance between commercial and environmental priorities
Maintaining community recreation programming
Affordable housing
Future commercial growth
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Question #7 Looking ahead five to 10 years, what factors or issues may play a more
influential role in Banff’s economic prosperity
In general terms, the most significant factor or issue in the medium to long-term future is our
future competitiveness. Numerous reasons were given in support and they include :
-

Level of business operating costs and requirements
Evolution of Banff’s product offering
Banff as an attractive place to live
Changing tourist demographics
Interconnections with Alberta’s prosperity and global economic developments
What to do after full commercial build-out
The distribution of community services between Banff and Canmore
Further concentration of ownership
Our future work force at every level
Maintain a positive visitor experience

Question #8 Level of Importance of Various Factors
Respondents were asked to rate the importance of various factors should receive in our
discussion of economic prosperity. On a Scale 1 (Low) to 5 (High), 44 respondents rated 11
factors. Average ratings were :
1. Having a clean, well-maintained, visually attractive mountain town. 4.64
2. Ensuring that economic prosperity is environmentally sustainable. 4.50
3. Providing a good mix of rental and owned residential housing. 4.39
4. Balancing business interests with Banff’s location within a national park. 4.34
5. Ensuring a living wage for all workers. 4.30
6. Creating the conditions that attract and retain a diverse population. 4.27
7. Developing strategies to help ensure that money earned in Banff remains in Banff. 4.18
8. Ensuring a diverse mix of stores and services that have something for everyone. 3.86
9. High level of visitation 3.84
10. Catering to visitor needs to maximize dollars spent. 3.55
11. Creating a strong engaged volunteer base. 3.39

Question #9

In order of priority, which three of the above are of highest importance?

Here is the rating of the Most Important factors by the respondents (the number of Most
Important votes is in brackets):
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-

ensuring that economic prosperity is environmentally sustainable (10)
ensuring a living wage for all workers (8)
balancing business interests with Banff’s location within a national park (6)
creating conditions that attract and retain a diverse population (4)
providing a good mix of rental and owned residential housing (3)
ensuring a diverse mix of stores and services that have something for everyone (1)
catering to visitors needs to maximize dollars spent (1)
developing strategies to help ensure that money earned in Banff remains in Banff (1)
having a clean, well-maintained. Visually attractive mountain town (1)
creating a strong engaged volunteer base (0)
a good mix of affordable housing for work force (0)
high level of visitation (0)

Here is the rating of the Total Importance factors by the respondents (the total number of
votes is in brackets):
-

ensuring that economic prosperity is environmentally sustainable (21)
ensuring a living wage for all workers (20)
balancing business interests with Banff’s location within a national park (18)
creating conditions that attract and retain a diverse population (15)
providing a good mix of rental and owned residential housing (13)
having a clean, well-maintained. Visually attractive mountain town (12)
developing strategies to help ensure that money earned in Banff remains in Banff (9)
high level of visitation (6)
catering to visitors needs to maximize dollars spent (5)
creating a strong engaged volunteer base (2)
a good mix of affordable housing for work force (1)
ensuring a diverse mix of stores and services that have something for everyone (1)

The outlier in the Total Importance listing is “Having a clean, well-maintained, visually
attractive mountain town.” This factor only received one Most Important rating, It received
four votes as the Second Most Important factor and 7 respondents rated it the Third Most
Important factor.
Two other factor warrant special mention. “Balancing business interests with Banff’s location
within a national park.” was rated fairly high (3rd overall), but received only 6 Most Important
votes. However, it received 10 Second Most Important factor votes, signalling that respondents
felt it was very important but a secondary factor.
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Similarly with “Creating the conditions that attract and retain a diverse population.” As the 4 th
factor in Total Importance, its strength came from 8 Third Most Important factor votes. Again,
not a primary factor in the minds of the respondents, but a strong contributor to our economic
prosperity.

Question #10 Is there anything you would like to add that should be included in a definition
of economic prosperity?
The responses to this question are wide-ranging and very difficult to aggregate without being
inadvertently unfair to the points of emphasis. As a result, here is the full listing of comments.
It is noted where a specific topic received more than one mention.

-

-

-

-

-

I have said it: CONSERVATIONISM AND SUSTAINABILITY
Strong community connections builds a sense of belonging which creates more
stability to weather changing economics
Decide whether the focus is on people or profit. Yes, I know we need
businesses/hotels etc., but the cost shouldn't be at the expense of the average
people's enjoyment of our community and homes.
providing an excellent experience at our ski areas not just the far below experience we
offer now
Banff desperately needs to increase the perception of value by improving the quality
of all services provided in our town. This is achieved by retaining as many of the best
people and reducing overall turnover.
Economic prosperity must include a notion of resilience. A model of prosperity that is
based only on one or a few market conditions cannot guide a community into a
economically sustainable future. Therefore, prosperity needs to be understood in
terms of resilience, in times of growth and during periods of economic stagnation.
Since everything is integral with each other, there's nothing 'to balance' out. In every
decision-making process, Banffites must strive for the LONGEST SUSTAINABILITY in
mind.
TOB is a one industry town. The Town was created to be a centre for visitors to BNP.
Support commercial development and housing for people who have a need to reside!

-

I want to see full-cost accounting with long range vision. Impact on the environment
and community need to be figured in as a value.

-

How the residents are doing with the increased taxes, utility bills and cost of living in
Banff that is much higher than other places in Alberta
Definitely environmental sustainability, but also "social sustainability".
Living within our means and keeping taxes low while ensuring sound fiscal planning

-
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-

-

and decision making.
social services to support a diverse population. This could be included with (e), but it
isn't spelled out clearly. Schools, seniors centre, day care, library, women's shelter,
full-service hospital, ...
Economic prosperity is not just about businesses making money. It's about the people
in this town - the diversity of the community.

Question #11 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following. Use a scale of 1 to
5 where 1 is “Disagree Strongly” and 5 is “Agree Strongly.” The economic prosperity
definition recognizes that…
- Banff’s economic prosperity is linked to Alberta’s economic performance; and
- Banff’s economic prosperity is linked to quality of life – that is the degree to which
people have a sense of well-being in relation to the place they live, work and play.

In response to the first item, respondents generally agreed with this statement. The
distribution of responses covered the entire spectrum from Disagree Strongly to Agree Stronly,
with most of the responses in the 3 and 4 positions in the spectrum (27 out of 40 responses).
The average rating was 3.20 on a scale of 1(Low) - 5(High).
The second statement received a more emphatic response. 27 respondents gave it a 5, while
respondents 9 rated it a 4. This statement received an average rating of 4.44.

Question #12 At the most fundamental level, economic prosperity in any community means
the economy is doing well and most people have enough income for essentials and perhaps a
little extra. It means businesses are hiring and jobs are relatively easy to get. It does not
mean that every single person has a job or everyone is well off. Bearing in mind this basic
definition, how satisfied are you with current economic prosperity in Banff? Use a scale of 1
to 5 where ONE is “very dissatisfied” and FIVE is “very satisfied.”
The survey also asked respondents to indicate their satisfaction with the current level of
economic prosperity in Banff. Again using a scale of 1 (Low) to 5 (High), 44 respondents
provided an average rating of 3.09 with a distribution that centered mainly in the middle of the
spectrum :
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Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied

Scale

1

2

3

4

5

Responses

3

4

24

12

1

Question #13 Why do you say that? (your response to the previous question)
In addition to asking respondents to indicate their level of satisfaction with the current level of
prosperity, they were also asked to comment on the reasons they rated it the way they did.
Their comments are summarized in the following :
-

The general reduction in well-paying jobs over the past 5-1 years;
The on-going difficulty of the cost of living in Banff for most front-line hospitality
workers;
The challenge of finding affordable housing;
The challenges families have in making ends meet in Banff;
A number of comments about the quality of visitor experience being either not aligned
with national park values or being “middle of the road”;
Comments about Banff prosperity being higher relative to other Canadian towns;
A number of respondents stated they were happy;
Some comments about the challenging trade-offs made between the mountain lifestyle
and cost of living in Banff;

Summary
The Terms of Reference for this phase of the project did not include a synthesis of the input it
gathered. As a result, when it comes to arriving at a definition of economic prosperity in Banff,
the only available answer is : “It (sort of) depends who you ask.” Significant elements of the
definition are shared by all groups and each group added elements to the definition that
reflected their role in the community. In any event, no attempt will be made in this report to
issue a singular definition of economic prosperity in Banff.
As a final comment, many interview and Focus Group participants asked how they will find out
what Council does with the report or if there will be further opportunities for input. The
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participants in the project want to know what is now being done with their input. As Council
moves forward with the project, these participants represent an identifiable group of engaged
residents who may be prepared to participate further.
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Appendix

Town of Banff Call for Participants : respondents

Toni Treutler

Angela Jacobson

Julia Hutchings

Nancy Dadalt

Nancy Myles

Suzanne Gillies-Smith

Nancy Blaney

Connie Brill

Ossi Treutler

Marilyn Bell

Patrick Cyr

Lorraine Widmer

Aliza Dundas

Tim Latter

Dan Markham

Susan Kennard

Lawrence Carter

Kim Coultis

Doug Hamel

Christine Larocque

Cindy Pujols-Michel

Chris Hughes

Ladd Snowsell

Jeff Melanson

Leanne Rankin

Meaghan Stewart

Jphn Bowden

Lori Cote

Lorraine Harder

Deborah Cameron

Kees Vanderlee

Karen Barkley

Kim Bater

Stephane Prevost

Trevor Mordaunt
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Individual Interview Participants
Ken Derpak

Hotel GM (b)

Andrew Phillips

Dave McKenna

Brett Oland

James Sachkiw

Suzanne Gillies-Smith

Jonathan Welsh

Ken McMurdo

David Morrison

Julie Canning

John Gibson

Gordon Lozeman

Michael Hannan

Dave McDonough

Sean O’Farrell

Linda Charlton

Banff Ave retailer (a)

Justin Burwash

David Bayne

Frank Denouden

Jeff Melanson

(a) Name withheld by request
(b) Permission to include name not obtained due to individual being out of town for extended period of time.

(All other names included by permission of individual.)
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Focus Groups : Participants, Dates & Times of meetings

Participants :
Tim Latter

Nancy Blaney

Ladd Snowsell

Christine Larocque

Marilyn Bell

Julia Hutchings

Patric Cyr

Kim Bater

Cindy Pujols-Michel

Chris Hughes

Connie Brill

Nancy Myles

Resident Employee (a)

Nancy Dadalt

Bill Squarebriggs

Karen Barkley

Lori Cote

(a) Permission to include name not obtained due to individual being out of town for extended period of time.
(All other names included by permission of individual.)

Focus Group meetings were held :
-

November 7 : Banff Life (The Hub) *
November 8 : Resident Employees (Town Hall)
November 19 : Business Owner/Manager (Town Hall)
November 25 : Local Family (Town Hall)
*The Focus Group held with Banff Life was unconventional in that we chose to attend
the weekly pasta dinner evening sponsored by the Hub. Over 40 individuals attended
the dinner and were part of the topic introduction, but only a smaller number
participated in the discussion. A further smaller number were engaged in one-on-one
conversations to explore the topic in greater depth.

Focus Group “Red Dot” Exercise
Each Focus Group participant was asked to privately write their own definition of economic
prosperity in Banff. This was done on “sticky” notepads and posted on a wall in the meeting
room when each was done. After discussion and explanation of the various definitions, each
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participant was given 200 small red dots and asked to place them next to any comment that
they wanted to emphasize. They could allocate all 200 dots to one comment or one dot to each
comment, and everything in between. The resulting clustering of dots reflected the range of
priorities among the entire of all the definitional points contained in all the individual
statements.
Many definitional points did not receive any dots. The largest number of dots given to a point
was 7. No participant used all of their dots, indicating that no priority item was unrecognized.
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Focus Groups – Individual Definitions, Red Dot Expression of
Priorities, Group Definition

Local Family Focus Group
Individual Definition Items and Red Dot Priorities
-

-

-

Bike trail enhancement (2 red dots)
Schools are full (3 red dots)
Businesses full (1 red dot)
Families are working one job each (2 red dots)
Children are experiencing all aspects of the community including benefits of a Nat’l Park
(1 red dot)
Parks services are 100% (1 red dot)
RCMP are on bikes at night and are present to detract not react (2 red dots)
Additional hub for front-line young people (2 red dots)
There is a quarterly community event celebrating diversity
Families walking around (5 red dots)
Accessible childcare that meets needs for all (2 red dots)
Central meeting space for community (“true” rec centre) (2 red dots)
Community connections are rich
Strong vibrant innovative schools, strong vibrant innovative community programming :
health,
social, education, child care, seniors care (2 red dots)
Visitors come for experiences connected to the national park, health & wellness,
cultural, learning (3 red dots)
Banff is a discovery centre : (2 red dots)
o self-discovery (who am I – we are organized to assist in this goal)
o national park heritage and ecological (2 red dots)
o organizations come to discover & create more health in their organizations
large dog park (3 red dots)
inexpensive to expensive restaurants, shops, hotels (4 red dots)
economic prosperity is a partnership between the individual and the community
both parties have a responsibility to bring something to the table to make it happen
it encompasses : (6 red dots)
o health
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-

o education
o shelter
o food
o emotional well-being
individual has a responsibility to take advantage of what the community can offer under
these 5 pillars
the community has the responsibility to provide access to these things

-

cars are parked and the bus/trolley system is active (5 red dots)
there are people on the streets visiting, chatting with a sense of having time (5 red dots)
there are trees and flowers in town (landscaping) (2 red dots)
there are birds, squirrels, deer, elk, coyotes (2 red dots)

-

Single Mention Items
-

a soccer game going on or if winter people are skating on the river or skiing along it –
there are group activities going on
homes are attended, loved
more amenity space for housing
community recreation – swimming
multi-use land By-Law
white “plastic” fences
additional Cascade Ponds type of facilities
grants for 25,000 toilets (i.e., Banff’s municipal grants are based on population of
25,000)
more parking – residential and downtown
adjacent land for residents (i.e., we have not built our houses to cover 90% of the lot,
rather there is land on each lot for people to enjoy)
Variety of businesses operating
Minimal store vacancies
Variety of programs for varied audiences (teens, young adults seniors)
Affordable housing
High degree of wellness for Banff citizens
TBC’s programs are full
Visitors are repeating
Industrial park is multi-use and attractive
More parking and more walking
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Group Definition
-

there are two bases and 5 pillars :
PILLARS
BASES
health
Community

education
shelter

National park

food
Emotional well-being

-

Each pillar is equally strong, Banff has an urban feel complemented with art and
national park “things”
General discussion of Banff being a “whole” community and that there are no
boundaries between visitors and residents
Trails in and around town are well-maintained with good signage
Every community decision is stacked up against the 5 pillars as criteria
People are exploring the areas around town
Buses are taking visitors and locals to the trailhead
Whole mountain community with 5 pillars/dimensions of experience; prosperity in
multipledimensions
There is alignment between Parks and ToB and BLLT (i.e. tourism industry players) in
development of community vision/image and the projecting this out to the world  it
shapes the expectations of people coming here

Resident Employee Focus Group
Individual Items and Red Dot Priorities
-

Prosperous means local ownership of business (5 red dots)
Public transit to lake Louise, Minnewanka and hiking trailheads (4 red dots)
Events appropriate to a national park (2 red dots)
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-

More pedestrians and public transit – less cars (4 red dots)
Businesses embrace a sense of place – it feels like an authentic mountain town; a
unique character (2 red dots)
Architectural identity maintained (2 red dots)
Banff Ave Square turned into a green park (1 red dot)
Banff is a service centre from which to experience/learn about BNP (1 red dot)
Train service from Calgary (1 red dot)
Prosperous must be environmentally sustainable (7 red dots)
Train to Calgary (1 red dot)
Places for kids to play (1 red dot)
All different ages of people (1 red dot)
Different ethnicities (2 red dots)
High diversity of people of different ages and nationality (3 red dots)
Creative spaces ( 1 red dot)
Public art (2 red dots)
A well maintained Banff Ave with all infrastructure in good working order (4 red dots)
Shops/buildings have been maintained with design standards congruent with the
natural environment (1 red dot)
Streets are lively with lots of animation and activity (4 red dots)
Parking & traffic issues have been resolved to a point where the 100/200 blocks can be
made into a pedestrian only zone (1 red dot)
Kids are visible (1 red dot)
No 5:00pm exit (1 red dot)
Education/interpretation of wild spaces and animals (1 red dot)
Most people have sufficient income for the essentials and a savings account (4 red dots)
Freshly maintained buildings (2 red dots)
Very crowded streets with pedestrians (1 red dot)
Businesses are hiring and doing well (lots of “Help Wanted” signs) (1 red dot)
Community is vibrant, healthy and clean (3 red dots)
Good community connection programs and events (1 red dot)
Healthy, happy children, seniors and pets (2 red dots)
Lots of green space and recreation spaces (3 red dots)
The national park is protected (2 red dots)
Expanded sidewalks and full of people sitting/eating (2 red dots)
Pedestrian friendly (3 red dots)
Balance between rental and owned housing (2 red dots)
Families singles, professionals, seniors (1 red dot)
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Single Mention Items
-

Local production
Local creation of things we need
No malls; no chain stores
No cars/few cars
Bike shares
People are walking
Recreational space
Off-leash area for dogs
More first nations presence
Well cleaned sidewalks
Nice seasonal decor
Markets outside in the summer
Residential areas have been maintained to a high standard
People are out enjoying nature, hiking, running, skating, skiing
Infrastructure is in good shape (roads, buildings)
Reduction of traffic
Seniors are visible
We have active schools
We can see people out/around at all hours
Prosperous means a sense of place
We are in a national park so the preservation and support of that is key
Jobs are relatively easy to get
Community gathering spaces
Small business with local products for sale
Regional art
No franchises
Flow of traffic
Growth beyond Banff Ave has occurred extending to side streets
Shuttles ferrying pedestrians
Lots of outdoor seating
Balance of tourist stores with community services
Summer closures & outdoor patios
Educated visitors in regards to wildlife
Many opportunities to learn, through “stumble upon” opportunities
Less cars
Banff – proud & responsible, environmentally sustainable
Clean sidewalks
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-

Less cars; pedestrian friendly
Active recycling
Sustainable locally owned businesses
Authentic storefronts display
Businesses visibly promoting their sustainable environmental practices

Group Definition
-

Banff is by the locals and for the locals
Families are visible everywhere
Opportunities for a future life, career
Economic decisions are made with a green lens
No or few cars
Public transportation
Pedestrian-only areas in town
Recycling visible
Solar panels are in common use
Residents and visitors are educated about water issues
Lots of signs of green energy and wise water consumption (double water lines)
Banff is at the forefront of sustainable living
Schools & community centres/spaces
There is a liveliness in town after working hours
Signs of a lively community
Schooling beyond Gr 12 is available in town
No empty neighbourhoods
Tourists are experience authentic experiences, the town has a unique character
Pride of being in a nat’l park
Proud & responsible locals
Locals have a sense of stewardship of nat’l park and townsite
Visible friendliness
Engaged & connected residents
Gross domestic product – gross domestic happiness; there are more dimensions to
prosperity than economic
Balanced community in terms of religion, ethnic groups, languages; we have diversity
and we get along; harmony
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Business Owner/Manager Focus Group
Individual Items and Red Dot Priorities
-

clean (3 red dots)
space filled – no papered over store windows (4 red dots)
well-maintained (3 red dots)
people are in the streets (2 red dots)
green space (4 red dots)
public areas are full of happy people (4 red dots)
the town looks organized (3 red dots)
the town looks like a mountain community (1 red dot)
traffic is organized (3 red dots)
people are out shopping (4 red dots)
Store fronts are occupied (5 red dots)
Buildings are occupied and houses are developed (not in disrepair) (5 red dots)
Efficient transportation and parking systems (3 red dots)
Staff engaged and attracted to fill jobs (2 red dots)
Art school/theatre swimming pool (1 red dot)
People are walking along the river pathways (5 red dots)
Clean well-organized housing areas that are well-maintained (4 red dots)
Good restaurants ( 2 red dots)
Skating rink in winter (2 red dots)
Bus service along main thoroughfares (2 red dots)
Population is a diverse mixture of young and old (3 red dots)
Crowded (4 red dots)
Lots of foot traffic (3 red dots)
Frequent public transit (1 red dot)
Lots of bikes in the summer; Lots of skis and snowboards in the winter (4 red dots)
An obviously busy trail system in and adjacent to town (3 red dots)
I see a town that has bridged the sentiments and opportunities of living in this unique
environment that existed at its creation to the present (1 red dot)
A community that is built on a structure of supporting each other to thrive
independently (2 red dots)
I see the maintenance of wild spaces which connect the buildings that exist within it(3
red dots)
I see diversity (3 red dots), public art ventures (2 red dots)
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-

I see visitors wandering the streets excited to explore an unique and sustainable
community (3 red dots)

Single Mention Items
-

Hotels – not too many
Lots of cars parked close to downtown

Group Discussion
-

-

People have reasons to be in the streets – shopping, and the streets are well-maintained
and clean to encourage repeat visitation
All buildings in town are up to date
We are a nice mountain town where people give back to the community
There is a lot of outdoor activity and green space is mixed in with business space
We are a small mountain town and we provide for the community to make it a good and
positive experience for locals which will result in a great experience for our visitors
We have retained our unique mountain character
We have lots of activities that promote people having fun
We have a diversity of people (old and young, sports and business)
We have active youth population
We see symptoms of people having money (shopping) and our stores have products
that visitors want to buy
All residents can afford to go skiing and participate in programs that cost money
Transients are integrated into the community and see their future here
We have signs on the sidewalk that inform visitors about businesses that are not on
Main Street
Back alleys don’t look like back alleys
There are lots of things to do in town not limited to physical activities
Infrastructure supports people being outside and moving around town
Businesses have an easy time getting established
o Fees : parking, staff housing
o Bureaucracy
Businesses have the flexibility to thrive – we have no rules if we’re not full, we impose
rules when we are full
We have a mix of businesses all geared to vibrancy and activity levels
Entrepreneurs are willing to take risks in this town
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-

Locals shop in town

Group Definition
-

Reasonable level of regulation
Relaxed regulation
Well-maintained housing
Nice looking town centre
Looks like a mountain town
Clean
Economically sustainable
Environmentally friendly
Busy
Inclusive
The destination is competitive with other mountain destinations
Creative and open-minded to business people who are willing to innovate and
experiment
Temporary regulations
Streetscape activity – not contrived
Idea generation for activities
Pedestrians everywhere
Diversity of Banff’s heritage – we should be ourselves and communicate that as our
“brand”
Cross-references to Indexperience survey and Competitiveness Initiative
We should use the words “economic development”, not ”economic prosperity” for this
project
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Online Survey
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What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?

1. To begin with, are you a current Banff resident or business owner/manager?
j Yes
k
l
m
n

j No
k
l
m
n

2. Did you take part in the recent economic prosperity focus groups or
interviews?
j Yes
k
l
m
n
j No
k
l
m
n

Part 1: Your View of Economic Prosperity
3. What does economic prosperity in Banff mean to you?
5
6

4. What one aspect of Banff's economic prosperity stands out as being most
important to you?
5
6

5. Why is it the most important?
5
6

6. What are Banff’s key economic prosperity challenges?
5
6

7. Looking ahead five to 10 years, what factors or issues may play a more
influential role in Banff’s econonic prosperity
5
6

Part 2: Importance of Components of Economic Prosperity
Any future definition of economic prosperity should be such that it encompass the needs of business and residents. It should be
actionable and measurable. Below are potential areas of importance for achieving strong economic prosperity in Banff.
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What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
8. Using a scale of 1 to 5 where ONE is Low Importance and FIVE is High
Importance please indicate the level of importance each the following should
receive:
Low
Importance

2

3

4

High
Importance

a. High level of visitation

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

b. Ensuring a diverse mix of stores and services that have something for

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

c. Catering to visitor needs to maximize dollars spent.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

d. Developing strategies to help ensure that money earned in Banff

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

e. Creating the conditions that attract and retain a diverse population.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

f. Balancing business interests with Banff’s location within a national park.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

g. Ensuring that economic prosperity is environmentally sustainable.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

h. Providing a good mix of rental and owned residential housing.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

i. Having a clean, wellmaintained, visually attractive mountain town.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j. Creating a strong engaged volunteer base.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

k. Ensuring a living wage for all workers.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

everyone.

remains in Banff.

9. In order of priority, which three of the above are of highest importance?
Please use
the corresponding item letter.
Most important
2nd Most important
3rd Most important

10. Is there anything you would like to add that should be included in a definition
of economic prosperity?
5
6
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What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
11. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following. Use a scale of
1 to 5 where
ONE is “disagree strongly” and FIVE is “agree strongly.” The economic
prosperity definition
recognizes that…
Disagree
Strongly

2

3

4

Agree
Strongly

Banff’s economic prosperity is linked to Alberta economic performance.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Banff’s economic prosperity is linked to quality of life – that is the degree to which

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

people have a sense of wellbeing in relation to the place they live, work, and play.

Part 3: Your Satisfaction
12. At the most fundamental level, economic prosperity in any community
means the economy is doing well and most people have enough income for
essentials and perhaps a little extra. It means businesses are hiring and jobs
are relatively easy to get. It does not mean that every single person has a job
or everyone is well off.
Bearing in mind this basic definition, how satisfied are you with current
economic prosperity in Banff? Use a scale of 1 to 5 where ONE is “very
dissatisfied” and FIVE is “very satisfied.”
Very Dissatisfied

2

3

4

Very Satisfied

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

13. Why do you say that? (your response to the previous question)
5
6

Part 4: About You
The purpose of the following questions is to help us
analyze your previous responses from different perspectives.

14. Gender:
j Male
k
l
m
n
j Female
k
l
m
n
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What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
15. Age
j <18
k
l
m
n
j 1824
k
l
m
n
j 2534
k
l
m
n
j 3544
k
l
m
n
j 4554
k
l
m
n
j 5564
k
l
m
n
j 65+
k
l
m
n
j Prefer not to respond
k
l
m
n

16. Time living/doing business in Banff
j Less than 1 year
k
l
m
n
j 1 year to less than 5 years
k
l
m
n
j 5 years to less than 10 years
k
l
m
n
j 10 years or more
k
l
m
n
j Prefer not to respond
k
l
m
n

17. Are you a parent with children under 18 years old living at home?
j Yes
k
l
m
n
j No
k
l
m
n
j Prefer not to respond
k
l
m
n

18. Are you currently
j Retired
k
l
m
n
j Unemployed and seeking employment
k
l
m
n
j Unemployed and not seeking employment
k
l
m
n
j Employed for the season only
k
l
m
n
j Employed on an ongoing basis
k
l
m
n
j Prefer not to respond
k
l
m
n
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What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
19. Are you an owner / manager?
j Yes
k
l
m
n
j No
k
l
m
n

20. Which one of the following sectors do you work in?
j Retail
k
l
m
n
j Food & Beverage
k
l
m
n
j Accommodation
k
l
m
n
j Other
k
l
m
n

21. Please provide your total household income for 2012
j Less than $20,000
k
l
m
n

j $80,000 to less than $100,000
k
l
m
n

j $20,000 to less than $40,000
k
l
m
n

j $100,000 to less $120,000
k
l
m
n

j $40,000 to less than $60,000
k
l
m
n

j $120,000 or more
k
l
m
n

j $60,000 to less than $80,000
k
l
m
n

j Prefer not to respond
k
l
m
n

22. Please indicate the distribution of your income sources
Percentage from employment:
Percentage from investment:
Percentage from RSP / Pension (incl. OAS, CPP):
Other sources:
Prefer not to respond
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What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
To begin with, are you a current Banff resident or business owner/manager?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent
94.9%
5.1%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
149
8
157
0

To begin with, are you a current Banff resident or business owner/manager?

Yes
No

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Did you take part in the recent economic prosperity focus groups or interviews?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent
9.7%
90.3%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
15
140
155
2

Did you take part in the recent economic prosperity focus groups or interviews?

Yes
No

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
What does economic prosperity in Banff mean to you?
Answer Options

Response Count

answered question
skipped question
Number
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

51
51
106

Response Date
Response Text
Mar 31, 2013 3:27 PM The ability to sustain both business and community so as to maintain or enhance our current standards of living, keeping taxes low,
and maintain town infrastructure and programs.
Mar 31, 2013 2:50 AM Balance. Between offering a great tourist product and offering a safe grounded place to live for residents. Economic prosperity in
Banff historically and in present day relies heavily on tourist traffic. Maintaining enough tourist traffic to support the town's
infacstucture- roads, buildings, water, sewage is important. Maintaining and growing environmentally sound business practices is
essential to this process.
Mar 31, 2013 1:59 AM Strong sense of community and a wide sense of pride in the community we call home.
Mar 31, 2013 1:01 AM To be happy and share things in the community without trying to dominate the community or bully it.
Mar 30, 2013 9:44 PM Banff is a national park and should be a leader in conservationist practice as a result of this economic prosperity in Banff must be
able to find a balance between preservation, conservation and economic prosperity.
Mar 30, 2013 9:04 PM etr
Mar 30, 2013 7:46 PM Working and living in Banff without living in poverty
Mar 25, 2013 11:46 PM Rich community life, strong community connections supported by a healthy tourism economy.
The economy should serve the community not the other way around.
Mar 22, 2013 7:27 PM There are successful businesses, few empty shop fronts, and employment for those who desire it. People, being gainfully
employed, are able to purchase a residence or afford rent on their own, establishing roots/family and being able to build a life in
Banff.
Mar 19, 2013 9:05 PM tourists in Banff staying in hotels, shopping, eating, skiing and taking part in other activities
Mar 19, 2013 7:24 PM I define economic prosperity in Banff as having a vibrant, engaged community with functional and relevant public programs and
services and a business sector populated with successful, locally-owned businesses with character that contribute to the unique
mountain community we live in.
Mar 19, 2013 3:34 PM Economic prosperity in Banff means to me that municpal, provincial and federal policies support an economic climate which
includes all sectors, private and public in generating economic activity that benifits members of the community in an equitable and
sustainable manner.
Mar 19, 2013 11:39 AM All businesses succeeding at a strong level. Good financial returns, quality staffing, protraying a strong image of what Banff should
be to our visitors.
Mar 19, 2013 7:13 AM Sustainability
Mar 19, 2013 2:19 AM Sustainable, good quality of life, ability to maintain high quality public facilities and services
Mar 18, 2013 11:02 PM Steady employment.
Mar 18, 2013 10:09 PM Banff remains a leading tourism desination for Canada. One we can be proud of!
Mar 18, 2013 9:54 PM Amount and quality of Jobs & reinvestment; increases in real estate values (commercial and residential); increases in # of visitors
and visitor spend.
Mar 18, 2013 9:27 PM Jobs, community events, supporting local schools/non-profits, ensuring our seniors cared for, families, affordable housing
Mar 18, 2013 9:27 PM a healthy society, a good strong community base
good socail nets for supporting town folk and visitors
Mar 18, 2013 9:23 PM A thriving community. One that has a variety of services available that work to meet the needs of ALL its' citizens.
Mar 18, 2013 9:21 PM It means people make enough money to live comfortably in Banff.
Mar 18, 2013 8:42 PM Successful business, higher wages, and more benefits while not "selling out". Keeping in mind we are a national park so limiting
business, but making sure the ones we have are successful.
Mar 18, 2013 7:02 PM That businesses can thrive here, including smaller "mom and "pop" businesses.
Mar 18, 2013 6:38 PM Work
Mar 18, 2013 4:37 PM hh
Mar 18, 2013 4:35 PM families thriving and business thriving
no loss of essential medical services or education
Mar 18, 2013 4:00 PM It means a healthy balanced community. A community that takes good care of it's children, seniors, citizens, and animals, that has
maintained walking trails and clean streets. I see a healthy buzz around town, with people shopping, playing or picnicing in central
park and the local business doing well and giving back to the community. Economic prosperity in Banff for me would be where
everyone can pay their cost of living and have a saving account with actual money in it, where they can afford to take a course or
learn a learn sport or go on vacation.
Mar 18, 2013 3:56 PM
1
Mar 18, 2013 3:19 PM An economically sustainable community created by a thriving and healthy business and local community
Mar 18, 2013 3:02 PM A Sustainable tourism economy and affordability for families
Mar 18, 2013 2:43 PM living in an economically sustainably vibrant community that is a world class leader in tourism and environmental stewardship
Mar 18, 2013 12:56 AM My family can make a good living from a business in Banff
Mar 17, 2013 11:56 PM Living comfortly, not having high tax's
Mar 17, 2013 11:29 PM Have a job you enjoy . Able to own a home , provide for your family , enjoy recreation , able to travel and still be able to save for
retirement
Mar 17, 2013 10:54 PM Making our town more than sustainable by having the right amount of experiences for everyone to make money!

37

Mar 17, 2013 10:49 PM sustainable growth, caring for the community, making sure our main income (from the visitors) is appreciated by looking after their
needs. I feel that when a visor comes here they should leave with the feeling that - "we can't wait to come back".

38

Mar 17, 2013 5:58 PM a community where the residents can financially afford a home to live in and other necessities and enjoy a healthy and balanced
lifestyle
Mar 16, 2013 4:09 PM z
Mar 14, 2013 5:34 PM That I can earn a salary that reflects housing and food prices. I don't expect to become rich here.
Mar 13, 2013 2:27 PM An economically confortable life
Mar 12, 2013 3:07 AM Sustainablity, keeping taxes low, living within our means, not going into debt, fiscal responsibility
Mar 11, 2013 8:35 PM Economic prosperity is an inclusive concept which provides opportunities for established and new businesses to thrive, while
paying sufficient wages to make living in Banff a viable option for young families, guest workers and long-term residents, and
generating sufficient taxes to provide infrastructure and social services for children, elderly and disadvantaged (good schools,
library, day-care, women's shelter, seniors centre, ...)
Mar 11, 2013 5:15 AM A sustainable mix of visitors from a wide range of the international market, allowing our services to become more profitable by
moving up-market. This is the basis of an economy that will benefit all citizens rather than just a minority profiting from the
economic rent of oligopoly positioning.
Mar 10, 2013 10:15 PM Rational planning so that we as a community can supply the services that residents and visitors require, without having an
oversupply (which would motivate us to constantly be trying to increase visitation, sometimes in inappropriate ways) or an
undersupply (such that services for residents, such as a hardware store or a car wash are not offered). We also need to support,
through our taxes, essential services such as the public library and the fire department.
Mar 10, 2013 7:05 PM A situation in which everyone benefits from a town that is appropriately busy. Business owners are fairly compensated for their
efforts and capital investment. Visitors have a great xperience. Employees receive compensation that lets them enjoy a
reasonable place to live and some leisure time. And our park environment is protected.
Mar 10, 2013 1:36 AM Busy happy, successful businesses and people in BANFF
Mar 9, 2013 11:36 PM A balanced community rich in diversity. Not just a place where tourists spend money on souvenirs and t-shirts. Rich in culture, great
cuisine, unique businesses and a destination for outdoor activities that are in line with National Park policies.

39
40
41
42
43

44

45

46

47
48

49
50
51

Mar 6, 2013 6:23 PM A wide range of viable businesses that satisfy the needs of residents and visitors.
Mar 6, 2013 3:39 AM To me it is something I likely won't accomplish since I'm struggling to survive economically in Banff.
Mar 6, 2013 12:50 AM Having the financial freedom to pursue a good life.

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
What one aspect of Banff's economic prosperity stands out as being most important to you?
Answer Options

Response Count

answered question
skipped question
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

36

51
51
106

Response Date
Response Text
Mar 31, 2013 3:27 PM Ability to attract, maintain and grow businesses that both provide jobs and reinvest in
community.
Mar 31, 2013 2:50 AM Attending to environmental impact of businesses in the park.
Mar 31, 2013 1:59 AM Affordable living for families
Mar 31, 2013 1:01 AM Good family buisness and a neighborly feelig.
Mar 30, 2013 9:44 PM The aspect that is most important is finding a way to maintain prosperity without further
damaging our beautiful park.
Mar 30, 2013 9:04 PM werwe
Mar 30, 2013 7:46 PM housing
Mar 25, 2013 11:46 PM Balance - between development/economic focus, environmental stewardship, Communitybased services
Mar 22, 2013 7:27 PM An awareness of community and having both individuals and businesses being willing to work
together to make our town successful as a TOWN rather than a tourist trap.
Mar 19, 2013 9:05 PM staying current with our properties restaurants and ski areas
Mar 19, 2013 7:24 PM Having an engaged community, which means having citizens who are individually prosperous
(having an income / cost of living balance that allows for long-terms savings) and actively
involved in local events or programs.
Mar 19, 2013 3:34 PM Equitible distribution of economic benefit
Mar 19, 2013 11:39 AM Even small businesses being successful
Mar 19, 2013 7:13 AM Education to people, that Banffites do not live off this natural land but live WITH.
Mar 19, 2013 2:19 AM Being able to sustain a mix of people from different backgrounds, life stages, family status
and occupations living and working in Banff.
Mar 18, 2013 11:02 PM Sustainable growth.
Mar 18, 2013 10:09 PM Keep the Town from becoming stagnate
Mar 18, 2013 9:54 PM Reinvestment (residential and commercial)
Mar 18, 2013 9:27 PM affordable housing
Mar 18, 2013 9:27 PM community services
Mar 18, 2013 9:23 PM Given the age of my family - childcare and the quality/affordability of this service. We are
extremely fortunate to have a centre such as we do. Many in the city centres pay much more
and receive much less.
Mar 18, 2013 9:21 PM Being prosperous without exponential growth will be a challenge.
Mar 18, 2013 8:42 PM Higher profits leading to higher wages.
Mar 18, 2013 7:02 PM The lack of a plan for dealing with monopolies in town. Since there is a cap on future
commercial development Banff is not a true free market due to this, commercial landlords
should be limited to the number of properties they can own - ie; not more than five hotels for
example.
Mar 18, 2013 6:38 PM Tourism
Mar 18, 2013 4:37 PM ff
Mar 18, 2013 4:35 PM success of retail and restaurant operations downtown
no empty spaces and lots of animation
Mar 18, 2013 4:00 PM a healthy community that can afford to live here.
Mar 18, 2013 3:56 PM
1
Mar 18, 2013 3:19 PM Sustaining a business community that provides solid income source from taxes and viable
employment for the community
Mar 18, 2013 3:02 PM Sustainability
Mar 18, 2013 2:43 PM a solid tax base that meets the needs of the community to maintain it's infrastructure within its
means
Mar 18, 2013 12:56 AM Long term growth
Mar 17, 2013 11:56 PM Keep building tourism
Mar 17, 2013 11:29 PM Owning a home has become unreachable for young families
Mar 17, 2013 10:54 PM By-laws...we must be careful not to chew the hand that feeds us e.g. parking tickets, big box
vs small town, too many restrictions vs not enough restrictions. Taxes and BLLT are
important too.

37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Mar 17, 2013 10:49
Mar 17, 2013 5:58
Mar 16, 2013 4:09
Mar 14, 2013 5:34

PM
PM
PM
PM

Sufficient parking for our visitors
the financial success of the businesses
z
It should reflect the fact that this is a National Park, and the protection of the natural
environment must take precedence over any economic activities/considerations.
Mar 13, 2013 2:27 PM Individual income
Mar 12, 2013 3:07 AM Living within our means
Mar 11, 2013 8:35 PM Economic prosperity means attracting visitors with experiences they will seek to repeat and to
share with others, creating an ongoing market. For most this will not be a 'shopping'
experience. We need to build an economy of experiences that reflect the nature and
character of Banff as an historic National Park with a centre for the arts - not just hikes, but
interpretive hikes / tours / rafts... with a living guide who can explain how to 'see' their
experience in nature. Mobile apps will also fill part of this need for understanding the outdoor
experience. The Banff Centre provides excellent opportunities for 'experiences with the arts'.
Those arts experiences do not compete with the experiences in Town and in nature, they all
complement one another.

Mar 11, 2013 5:15 AM Providing a range of attractions and activities that motivate visitors to stay longer and return
regularly.
Mar 10, 2013 10:15 PM Planning for a future that does not include commercial growth.
Mar 10, 2013 7:05 PM Recognizing that there is a limit to how busy we can/should be -- and that beyond that limit,
both visitor experience, resident quality of life and our environment will suffer.
Mar 10, 2013 1:36 AM Banff being well marketed to ensure visitors come, yet the locals are remembered and
celebrated
Mar 9, 2013 11:36 PM A diversity of businesses - make Banff a destination that is unique and not like every strip mall
you find in most cities.
Mar 6, 2013 6:23 PM Affordable rental space (commercial/housing) to attract businesses and qualified staff.
Mar 6, 2013 3:39 AM It's impossible to make a living wage in Banff for a single person.
Mar 6, 2013 12:50 AM Having leisure time left over after paying the bills, and saving a little

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Why is it the most important?
Answer Options

Response Count

answered question
skipped question
Number
1

2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

51
51
106

Response Date
Response Text
Mar 31, 2013 3:27 PM This is the "engine" for everything else!
Successful businesses allow for people to buy homes and support succession of generations to buy/sell
homes & businesses, fill our schools and churches, pay taxes and refresh the vitality of the
town/community.
Mar 31, 2013 2:50 AM Looking longterm- the tourist market on which we base our economic profits is itself based on the
natural environment that the Banff tourist looks for when they visit. To mismanage environmental
resources is to mismanage tourism and threatens the integrity of economic prosperity in the town.
Mar 31, 2013 1:59 AM Need to attract talent and in order to do so we need to show workers with families they can raise a
family in our town.
Mar 31, 2013 1:01 AM So your not dominated or scared to start up a new business without the feeling someone will run you
out of town.
Mar 30, 2013 9:44 PM The park is the reason that we have any economic prosperity at all, so activities that can potentially
further damage it need to be re-evaluated. This is particularly important when there is talk of
commercializing certain natural sites.
Mar 30, 2013 9:04 PM werwe
Mar 30, 2013 7:46 PM economic housing is the most important without it you have no stable employees / citizens that call
Banff home .
Mar 25, 2013 11:46 PM Without balance you end up losing residents who have the other interests
Mar 22, 2013 7:27 PM When a town loses sight of its people and focuses on profit alone, it often destroys the sense of
community that created it in the first place. Remembering the connection enables us to work together
to solve problems rather than becoming adversarial and greedy.
Mar 19, 2013 9:05 PM longevity
Mar 19, 2013 7:24 PM Having a greater number of prosperous individuals means a greater amount of disposable income, a
percentage of which would be spent locally.
Mar 19, 2013 3:34 PM Equitible distribution of wealth correlates with greater life satisfaction, lower health risks, and reduced
violent crime and theft. It is the single most reliable factor in the GHI (Genuine Happiness Index)
Mar 19, 2013 11:39 AM Proof that there is economic parity. If even the smallest/ out of the way/ needed for our community
shops can work then everyone is having an impact
Mar 19, 2013 7:13 AM Because Banff does not mean Me/Us, but all future generations that will someday call this place home.
Mar 19, 2013 2:19 AM A homogeneous mix of people either very prosperous or low income service workers does not provide a
vibrant community. It is important that Banff continue to be a place that people of differing means and
values can live together.
Mar 18, 2013 11:02 PM Because we need to be able to balance suppling the services that our visitors want while preserving the
natural beauty of the park which draws visitiors in the first place.
Mar 18, 2013 10:09 PM Visitors want quality service and facilities..
Mar 18, 2013 9:54 PM Indication that it is worthwhile investing capital in Banff. Product must be well maintained, attracive, and
progressive here for banff to remain a competitive tourism destination. Good residential allows for
attraction of quality residents and employees.
Mar 18, 2013 9:27 PM can't have a sense of community if people can't afford to live here to have a family
Mar 18, 2013 9:27 PM the health of the community is reflected in how responsive we are to the needs of the base community
Mar 18, 2013 9:23 PM If my child is happy, healthy and safe than I am able to focus on the task at hand at work every day.
Which makes my employer a happy employer.
Mar 18, 2013 9:21 PM I'm not aware of anyone who's figured out how to do this yet.
Mar 18, 2013 8:42 PM Most rates of pay do not seem to be keeping up with inflation, let alone profits. If businesses shared
more of there profits, this would lead to happier workers, more money will be spent in the community.
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Mar 18, 2013 7:02 PM Because with a cap on commercial development, the true free market does not exist here. Allowing
landlords monopolies has led to controlling the market price on not only hotel room accommodations
but commercial leases for businesses. Therefore it is mostly the chain stores that can thrive here
because they have the money to afford the high rents - they don't care if their "flagship" store here runs
at a loss, because the corporate head office can write it off as "branding" to be seen here. The mom
and pop stores/restaurants can not afford the high rents and we loose our originality. It is not chains
causing the problem - it is the landlord monopolies.
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Mar 18, 2013 6:38 PM It's the town's industry
Mar 18, 2013 4:37 PM ff
Mar 18, 2013 4:35 PM It looks and feels like success
Closures look like failure
Mar 18, 2013 4:00 PM Because when people are not house poor, or when they are not paying 40% of their income to rent, Or
when they make more than $13/hour, when they can save some money to spend on a new shirt, or to
take a community class or to donate to a local charity they are empowered to give more to their
community, not all their time is spent working 2-3 jobs to pay rent and bill and food. If people are able
to save, they are more able to have more time to volunteer, more time to spend money in town and go
out for dinner, more time to enjoy the place they are calling home. Not just working to pay the bills.
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Mar 18, 2013 3:56 PM
1
Mar 18, 2013 3:19 PM Dependance on the single industry of tourism and a therefore the maintenance of a community that can
support this industry
Mar 18, 2013 3:02 PM We are a one business community: tourism
Mar 18, 2013 2:43 PM a vibrant commercial tax base is necessary for a viable cost of living for the residents that support up to
six times the population for service provision
Mar 18, 2013 12:56 AM Mt family's future
Mar 17, 2013 11:56 PM Keeps bring money into the community
Mar 17, 2013 11:29 PM As families grow out of their first apartments , if they can't afford to rent or own , they leave banff . There
are few in High School large classes in primary school ,
Mar 17, 2013 10:54 PM see above
Mar 17, 2013 10:49 PM Nothing ruins your holiday than not being able to park close to amenities, or worse getting a parking
ticket after you looked for a long time for parking.
Mar 17, 2013 5:58 PM because the businesses in Banff are the emnployers of the residents
Mar 16, 2013 4:09 PM z
Mar 14, 2013 5:34 PM Because there's thousands of towns in Canada that are not in a national park, so anybody who feels too
restricted here has lots of other options where they could live. However, Banff's natural beauty and
unspoiledness cannot be replaced.
Mar 13, 2013 2:27 PM We are a collection of individuals
Mar 12, 2013 3:07 AM To not saddle future taxpayers or residents
Mar 11, 2013 8:35 PM The arts experiences offered by The Banff Centre do not compete with the experiences in Town and in
nature, they all complement on another. We have a unique opportunity to attract vistors with multiple
interests: full-service Town life, ready access to experiences in nature, and world-class arts.
Most resort towns have one or at most two of these. A three-legged stool is a lot more stable than one
with one or two legs. The Town, The Banff Centre and nature are all here, but we're selling them
independently, instead of the combination. Multi-generational groups and families include people with a
wide range of interests and capabilities. Banff can offer a much wider range than most resort
communities. Let's celebrate and build on that.
Prosperity requires the stability inherent in multiple complementary options to attract a diversity of
visitors.
Mar 11, 2013 5:15 AM It's the basis of the product; hotels, restaurants and retail are ancillary.
Mar 10, 2013 10:15 PM There are no models (that I am aware of) of communities where commercial growth limits are in place.
We have not addressed this issue in Banff -- even though commercial space and residential limits ARE
legislated -- and we have not, as a community, had discussions or introduced plans to ensure that
services such as grocery stores, hardware stores, repair shops, car washes will be maintained in the
community instead of duplicated tourist-centred souvenir shops, chain restaurants, and other retail
ventures that do not contribute to the unique character of Banff. We seem to be in denial about the limit
on commercial growth and concentrate much of our effort in trying to increase visitation to Banff stores
and restaurants and hotels, rather than planning for where we want to be when build-out is achieved.
This is not an infinitely growing community and we need to think about what that means.
Mar 10, 2013 7:05 PM Because sometimes it seems to me that people think of prosperity as a numbers game, where "more
visitors" is always the right answer.
Mar 10, 2013 1:36 AM Sometimes it feels like all the events are tourism related and not taking the locals into account
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Mar 9, 2013 11:36 PM Without diversity businesses will not thrive and will become complacent in the products and services
they offer their customers
Mar 6, 2013 6:23 PM Banff needs a diverse population - i.e. full spectrum demographics.
Mar 6, 2013 3:39 AM Because I am a single person and I do not make a living wage.
Mar 6, 2013 12:50 AM To enjoy all that Banff has to offer

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
What are Banff’s key economic prosperity challenges?
Answer Options

Response Count

answered question
skipped question
#
1
2

3
4
5

6
7
8

9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20
21

22
23

24

51
51
106

Response Date
Response Text
Mar 31, 2013 3:27 PM Small, mid and large businesses have all seen a decline - some have gone out of business,
others have reduced income, thus jobs, and
Mar 31, 2013 2:50 AM Hotels- water consumption (sewage, washing, cooking). Restaurants: take out containers, coffee
cups, straws,
Housing prices- business may make money but until a resident it able to make a salary that
makes owning a home affordable- economic "prosperity" will be a term reserved for business
owners not residents of Banff.
Mar 31, 2013 1:59 AM Affordable housing
Housing, in general, for families
Mar 31, 2013 1:01 AM Keeping minor sport for our youth like soccer fastball, baseball,ringette and other minor sports so
all kids can participate.
Mar 30, 2013 9:44 PM Again, the balance of conservationism and economic prosperity. The two do not have to be
separated and are intrinsically linked. Finding ways in which we can encourage visitors but still
reflect the importance of what Banff really stands for is crucial.
Mar 30, 2013 9:04 PM werwe
Mar 30, 2013 7:46 PM Housing and cost of living too high for regular workers to prosper .
Mar 25, 2013 11:46 PM Being focused as a global tourism destination without also focusing on creating deeper thinking
about why people will come to banff over time. Creating an authentic National Parks experience
Mar 22, 2013 7:27 PM Creating a town that people want to visit rather than a mall; depending too much on tourists
rather than developing other initiatives that will encourage visitors; allowing one or two
businesses/companies to dominate and direct everything.
Mar 19, 2013 9:05 PM archaic ski areas
Mar 19, 2013 7:24 PM 100% reliance on tourism in an uncertain global economy.
Poor quality of service due to entry-level staff turnover and poor training
I believe that sometimes Banff businesses focus on quantity over quality.
Mar 19, 2013 3:34 PM Apart from attracting tourist dollars to the region, Banff's biggest challenge is in providing a share
of Banff's prosperity to its "working poor", those in the service sector making less than $13/hour.
Providing affordable housing and a living wage in this economic sector will be incredibly
challanging.
Mar 19, 2013 11:39 AM Keeping the tourists & visitors coming. Either overnight guests or those just here for the day.
Mar 19, 2013 7:13 AM The paradigm of seeing Economy and Ecology as separate things, even competing.
Mar 19, 2013 2:19 AM Limited space for growth, pressure from a few small, loud interest groups, demand for large
numbers of low income service staff.
Mar 18, 2013 11:02 PM Don't know.
Mar 18, 2013 10:09 PM No new taxes because of the building cap. Commercial property pays most of the taxes and if
business is not strong they cannot continue to carry the tax burden for the entire Town.
Mar 18, 2013 9:54 PM No more growth in commercial space, so harder to justify reinvestment.
Inflation of costs and 'red tape', out-pacing revenue growth.
Mar 18, 2013 9:27 PM lack of affordable accommodation
Mar 18, 2013 9:27 PM limited land base
monopolies on properties with owners not living in the community
Mar 18, 2013 9:23 PM 1) being seen as an attractive place to work & live
2) Affordable housing
3) childcare options (shift workers..)
Mar 18, 2013 9:21 PM Being prosperous without exponential growth.
Mar 18, 2013 8:42 PM We have to keep in mind we are a national park as a world heritage site, but we cannot just
forget this as well. We cannot just let every business come in and do what they want. I think
costs of doing business limit the success as well as well as it limits wages.
Mar 18, 2013 7:02 PM Controlling monopolies.
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Mar 18, 2013 6:38 PM Lack of tourists
Mar 18, 2013 4:37 PM fgf
Mar 18, 2013 4:35 PM successful retail and restaurants
continued marketing as a destination is important and key player involvement and consolidation
as one team
Mar 18, 2013 4:00 PM greed...
Mar 18, 2013 3:56 PM
111
Mar 18, 2013 3:19 PM Limits to growth
Limits to viable affordable community housing
Mar 18, 2013 3:02 PM Cost of living for residents
Mar 18, 2013 2:43 PM Taxes that flow out to the provincial and federal government and do not equitably make their way
back to the town in relation to the services provided
Mar 18, 2013 12:56 AM Lack of new and exciting venues for visitors
Mar 17, 2013 11:56 PM Other tourist destangations that are doing things better than Banff
Mar 17, 2013 11:29 PM Providing for the above and staying within our boundaries
Mar 17, 2013 10:54 PM Remaining sustainable in an ever-changing economy in a national park where nothing is
supposed to change. Keeping Banff interesting enough and affordable so people continue to
visit.
Mar 17, 2013 10:49 PM Upgrading facilities - failing sewer lines in the older residential areas. Basic fundamental
requirements
Mar 17, 2013 5:58 PM affordable appropriate housing for families. low wages for service sector compared to cost of
living in Banff
Mar 16, 2013 4:09 PM z
Mar 14, 2013 5:34 PM To stay unique as a tourist destination, allow people to earn a fair wage for their work, while
putting on strict limits to growth and development to protect the environment.
Mar 13, 2013 2:27 PM Large proportion of low wage jobs
Mar 12, 2013 3:07 AM To ensure they maintain a steady income stream that covers all planned expenditures and not
be required to borrow to fund projects
Mar 11, 2013 8:35 PM We cannot continue to rely so much upon retail for economic prosperity. "People come to Banff
with a dream and we send them home with a shopping bag" - this won't work for much longer.
Ever increasing use of the internet as the 'default-choice' for shopping will transform retail
shopping. On-line best price and hassle-free shipping are hard to compete with now and will only
get more difficult. This is already wiping out retail everywhere from small towns to large cities.
How will we provide the customer-service experience necessary to maintain main street retail
shopping as an attraction and viable business model?
Mar 11, 2013 5:15 AM Breaking logjams of various sorts, from inflexible commercial rents to a lazy and sclerotic tourism
bureau and an infexible, unimaginative municipal administration.
Mar 10, 2013 10:15 PM How to achieve a non-expanding community that serves the needs of residents and visitors but
does not require an ever-increasing number of visitors to maintain successful businesses. I
would also like to see Banff value and support a unique character, with local businesses and
culture, rather than sell itself out to the chain businesses that will homogenize the community.
Mar 10, 2013 7:05 PM Global economic factors. The idea that being what some imaginary potential visitor might want
is more important than being who we are, and trying to attract the visitors who can appreciate
that. Traditionally low service sector salaries resulting in a large discrepancy between ROI for
owners and return on effort for front line workers.
Mar 10, 2013 1:36 AM The cost of doing business in BANFF is getting so expensive- hard for small companies and start
uos
Mar 9, 2013 11:36 PM I find a lot of businesses in town are not attuned with the changing times - they are offering the
same products for years - times change and businesses have to change too - the internet will
make some businesses redundant - many of Banff's stores and restaurants offer poor service
and mediocre food - rather than blame downturns and anything that comes along they should
look inward and ask am I offering the best product and service?
Mar 6, 2013 6:23 PM A proper mix of attractive commercial enterprises within our limited physical footprint.
Mar 6, 2013 3:39 AM The rich live well, the poor move on.
Mar 6, 2013 12:50 AM Too many low wage jobs

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Looking ahead five to 10 years, what factors or issues may play a more influential role in Banff’s econonic prosperity
Answer Options

Response Count
51
51
106

answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date
1

2

3

4
5

6
7
8

9

10
11

12

13

14
15
16

Response Text

Mar 31, 2013 3:27 PM Discretionary income around the world has seen a significant decline. Combined federal
provincial, municipal and consumption taxes are now nearing or have passed the 50% for most
people/households. "Competitiveness" for both tourists and businesses in Banff becomes a
crucial requirement - this includes a low tax base, lower lease costs (for offices/businesses),
innovative offerings that distinguish Banff from other destinations, and an attractive place to live
and raise a family/retire.
Mar 31, 2013 2:50 AM International airpport in Kelowna opens up interior BC for summer and winter tourists. (Their
skiing has onhill accom and in Banff its never clear how one is supposed to get to and from the
ski hills)
Gov't regs re environmental best practices for business
International flights to calgary- what is the tour operator climate? Is the tourist market changing?
Mar 31, 2013 1:59 AM Affordable, "livable" housing
Affordable childcare
Childcare that meets the needs of the industry that serves our town.
Mar 31, 2013 1:01 AM More development for senior housing and caregiving.
Mar 30, 2013 9:44 PM As more and more parts of the world are being developed and wilderness is becoming a rarity,
visitors will be looking for a place that still holds pure wilderness. If we want to be economically
prosperous, conservationism is key. Leaning on the National parks influence and using that for
the reason that visitors should come to Banff is important. We have to understand that we live in
a beautiful, unique and potentially threatened area and our role as a town is to advocate for its
preservation.
Mar 30, 2013 9:04 PM wer
Mar 30, 2013 7:46 PM Housing / cost o living
Mar 25, 2013 11:46 PM Residents being able to function as local knowledge about stewardship in the park and
marketing the destination without enough focus on the niche potential of the authentic park
experience
Mar 22, 2013 7:27 PM Having one or two businesses dominant/direct the town (why have elected officials?). Downturn
in descretionary spending for visitors. Demands of Parks in contrast/conflict with town
government.
Fewer young families able/willing to stay in town.
Mar 19, 2013 9:05 PM climate change, the two emerging markets that we are currently enticing to Canada
Mar 19, 2013 7:24 PM Increasing park visitation as Banff approaches/reaches max. buildout and population cap.
Changing tourist demographics and nationalities.
Climate change - uncertain effects in our area
Mar 19, 2013 3:34 PM Obviously the wider Alberta economy and global economic situation will play an enourmous role
in Banff's economic future. Banff needs a prosperity plan that is sustainable in years of wider
economic downturn. Therefore, the matrix of prosperity cannot be measured on gross revenue
alone.
Mar 19, 2013 11:39 AM Affordable & quality housing. We need to ensure we are retaining good people to run our town
and the way housing is now, it is unrealistic to think families will stay with the cost of housing.
We own a respectable place and want to upgrade. With the costs of what we are seeing to get
into that next step (if we plan to grow our family, more space is needed), we will be house-poor
to do it.
Mar 19, 2013 7:13 AM What kind of political will/interests that come with the people we attract to join us living in this
place.
Mar 19, 2013 2:19 AM Population cap, reaching full build out.
Mar 18, 2013 11:02 PM The rising economic prosperity of China and India with the corresponding rise in the mid classes
with disposable income.
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Mar 18, 2013 10:09 PM We will continue to loose all of our essential services to Canmore and the TOB will become a
satellite community to Canmore, one that houses temporary or seasonal workers.
Mar 18, 2013 9:54 PM Global economy; competition from other resort destinations; diversification of product offerings
for visitor.
Mar 18, 2013 9:27 PM continued lack of affordable accommodation, less businesses for residents-more tourist
focused.
Mar 18, 2013 9:27 PM land monopolies
food sourcing and water
Mar 18, 2013 9:23 PM The ability to attract people to the area. Yes, Banff National Park and the Town of Banff have a
romance about it but the reality is the cost of living is a factor as is the quality (or availability) of
housing in our community. Affordable housing needs to be at the top of the list as well as health
care (partnership with AHS & Mineral Springs Hospital) and quality of services our town can
provide.
Mar 18, 2013 9:21 PM Global economic factors. Climate change. Commercial growth cap. Population growth cap.
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Mar 18, 2013 8:42 PM Banff has to make sure of its environmental impact. We need to keep the park as close to
natural as possible. This means limiting building or renovations as well as we should limit the
chain businesses. On average wages should be higher as rents are extremely high
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Mar 18, 2013 7:02 PM Limiting/controlling monopolies. Also some form of controlling commercial rent increases - one
idea is that unrented spaces should not be allowed to sit empty for long extended periods of
time (ie spots in cascade plaza, bear street mall, etc). If they are empty for more than six months
they should have to pay more commercial property taxes - this would result in them lowering the
rent to avoid the taxes, so then small businesses can afford to go into those spaces.
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Mar 18, 2013
Mar 18, 2013
Mar 18, 2013
Mar 18, 2013
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6:38
4:37
4:35
4:00

PM
PM
PM
PM

World economy
fgf
stable workforce of industry professionals
The people who have all the money, or who own their homes, or who have the power don't see
that there is a problem and they don't care... They are the influencial role... this town jumps at
their beck and call.
When BHC affordabile housing is $450,000 for a 2 bedroom town house... I am just wondering if
anyone at the town see's what kind of joke that is...
What factors play an influential role... under paid staff, high rents, high cost of living, forever
rotating door to the community, lack of caring
What Issues... Town giving permits to orgaizations to build 2 x 3000sq duplex that sells for 1.5
million each, instead of a permit to build a 4 plex.... The issues are really bad decisions on land
use, and really bad decision on rent caps, or cost of living increases...really bad decision in
general made by a select few for the greater population.

Mar 18, 2013 3:56 PM
1
Mar 18, 2013 3:19 PM Competition from other tourism destinations
Limited local community tax base
Mar 18, 2013 3:02 PM Global economy
Mar 18, 2013 2:43 PM unaffordable housing is the single biggest challenge
Mar 18, 2013 12:56 AM Encouraging land owners of all types to do a better job of up keep on their buildings, just make
all properties look better
Mar 17, 2013 11:56 PM providing a good affordable product , more activities for families.
Having nothing for the families to do on New Years eve is a prime example
Mar 17, 2013 11:29 PM The economy everywhere as we rely on tourism
Mar 17, 2013 10:54 PM Changing face of Canadians e.g. different cultures and expectations.
Mar 17, 2013 10:49 PM Banff is know as a tourist town. So lets give our tourists the best experience we can. Better
parking and even consider no driving down Banff ave - a modern european approach. More
parking would be required to make this change.
Mar 17, 2013 5:58 PM increase in taxes at all levels of government, assessments of property increases, cost of doing
business in Banff, the plight of our schools - decreasing student population. On a positve note
more centralized shared services between communities to save costs
Mar 16, 2013 4:09 PM z
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Mar 14, 2013 5:34 PM People will see Banff more and more as a cash-grab than a special, vulnerable place that needs
protection. It should be special to live here, not just another place to make business. I believe
these values are getting lost. Environmental degradation, together with increased tourism, are
going to be a challenge. How can services be delivered to more people, with a smaller footprint?
Things like public transit are a good step in the right direction. "Economic prosperity" will need to
be re-thought and re-defined make sure Banff stays unique and beautiful.
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Mar 13, 2013 2:27 PM Emerging tourism markets
Mar 12, 2013 3:07 AM Lower revenues, lack of tourism, lack of prov grants, decrease in assessment values
Mar 11, 2013 8:35 PM In addition to the challenge of ever increasing online shopping versus main street shops we face
challenges in:
- increasing costs of travel and strong Canadian dollar combine to reduce long-distance tourism
- reduced willingness by corporations to pay for travel to conferences versus increasingly
effective on-line meetings.
- reduced capacity / capability / interest of much of the public to travel on foot away from the
road. We already see reduced back-country use. Demographics of population aging will
exacerbate this trend.
- increasing numbers of visitors are from countries with little or no experience of 'wild nature'.
They have no context for the experience of just going for a hike in the 'wilderness'. Their
impression of skiing is created from extreme-sports videos - they view it as something they
could / would never participate in.
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Mar 11, 2013 5:15 AM International issues are huge but by and large unpredictable and beyond local influence. If we
build a town that focuses on a high level of service and accomodation to local citizens and
Canadian visitors, all else will follow.
Mar 10, 2013 10:15 PM -- limit to growth, unless appropriate planning takes place now
-- invasion of chain stores
-- loss of services for residents, in favour of tourist traps
Mar 10, 2013 7:05 PM Global economic factors. The price of fuel. The US dollar. The availability of young people
willing to take service jobs.
Mar 10, 2013 1:36 AM Staffing , tourism , foreign exchange
Mar 9, 2013 11:36 PM The internet will play a huge role - more and more people are purchasing products and services
off the internet. Also if we allow the more and more chain stores Banff will not be on anyone's
place to visit.
Mar 6, 2013 6:23 PM A stagnant global economy, particularly the USA.
Mar 6, 2013 3:39 AM I don't know that I'll still be here in 10 years because housing is challenging and I barely make
enough money to support myself.
Mar 6, 2013 12:50 AM The increasing challenge of the cost of housing
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What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Using a scale of 1 to 5 where ONE is Low Importance and FIVE
importance each the following should receive:
Low
Answer Options
Importance
2
a. High level of visitation
2
b. Ensuring a diverse mix of stores and services
4
c. Catering to visitor needs to maximize dollars
1
d. Developing strategies to help ensure that money
0
e. Creating the conditions that attract and retain a
1
f. Balancing business interests with Banff’s location
1
g. Ensuring that economic prosperity is
2
h. Providing a good mix of rental and owned
0
i. Having a clean, well-maintained, visually
4
j. Creating a strong engaged volunteer base.
1
k. Ensuring a living wage for all workers.

is High Importance please indicate the level of

4 11 9
2 10 16
6 11 8
2 5 16
4 3 14
3 3 10
1 4 7
2 2 9
0 3 10
10 7 11
2 6 9

High
Rating Response
Importance Average
Count
18
3.84
44
14
3.86
44
15
3.55
44
20
4.18
44
23
4.27
44
27
4.34
44
31
4.50
44
29
4.39
44
31
4.64
44
12
3.39
44
26
4.30
44
answered question
44
skipped question
113

Using a scale of 1 to 5 where ONE is Low Importance and
FIVE is High Importance please indicate the level of
importance each the following should receive:

j. Creating a strong engaged…

g. Ensuring that economic…

d. Developing strategies to help…

a. High level of visitation
0.00

1.00

2.00

i. Having a clean, well-maintained, visually
g. Ensuring that economic prosperity is
h. Providing a good mix of rental and owned
f. Balancing business interests with Banff’s location
k. Ensuring a living wage for all workers.
e. Creating the conditions that attract and retain a
d. Developing strategies to help ensure that money
b. Ensuring a diverse mix of stores and services
a. High level of visitation
c. Catering to visitor needs to maximize dollars
j. Creating a strong engaged volunteer base.

3.00

0
1
2
1
1
0
1
2
2
4
4

4.00

5.00

0 3 10
1 4 7
2 2 9
3 3 10
2 6 9
4 3 14
2 5 16
2 10 16
4 11 9
6 11 8
10 7 11

31
31
29
27
26
23
20
14
18
15
12

4.64
4.50
4.39
4.34
4.30
4.27
4.18
3.86
3.84
3.55
3.39

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
In order of priority, which three of the above are of highest importance? Please use the corresponding
item letter.
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Most important
2nd Most
a. High level of visitation
9
3
b. Ensuring a diverse mix of stores and services that have something for
1
0
c. Catering to visitor needs to maximize dollars spent.
1
2
d. Developing strategies to help ensure that money earned in Banff remains
1
4
e. Creating the conditions that attract and retain a diverse population.
4
3
f. Balancing business interests with Banff’s location within a national park.
6
10
g. Ensuring that economic prosperity is environmentally sustainable.
10
6
h. Providing a good mix of rental and owned residential housing.
3
5
i. Having a clean, well-maintained, visually attractive mountain town.
1
4
j. Creating a strong engaged volunteer base.
0
1
k. Ensuring a living wage for all workers.
8
5
a good mix of affordable housing for work force
1
Total
44
44

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Response Date

Most important Categories
Mar 31, 2013 3:30 PM
Mar 31, 2013 2:52 AM
Mar 31, 2013 2:01 AM
Mar 30, 2013 9:46 PM
Mar 30, 2013 7:48 PM
Mar 25, 2013 11:49 PM
Mar 22, 2013 7:31 PM
Mar 19, 2013 9:13 PM
Mar 19, 2013 7:33 PM
Mar 19, 2013 3:40 PM
Mar 19, 2013 11:42 AM
Mar 19, 2013 7:30 AM
Mar 19, 2013 2:21 AM
Mar 18, 2013 11:07 PM
Mar 18, 2013 10:17 PM
Mar 18, 2013 9:57 PM
Mar 18, 2013 9:31 PM
Mar 18, 2013 9:29 PM
Mar 18, 2013 9:23 PM
Mar 18, 2013 8:47 PM
Mar 18, 2013 7:12 PM
Mar 18, 2013 7:05 PM
Mar 18, 2013 6:40 PM
Mar 18, 2013 4:36 PM
Mar 18, 2013 4:04 PM
Mar 18, 2013 3:04 PM
Mar 18, 2013 2:45 PM
Mar 18, 2013 12:01 AM
Mar 17, 2013 11:32 PM
Mar 17, 2013 10:57 PM
Mar 17, 2013 10:52 PM
Mar 17, 2013 6:13 PM
Mar 16, 2013 4:12 PM
Mar 14, 2013 5:36 PM
Mar 13, 2013 2:28 PM
Mar 12, 2013 3:10 AM
Mar 11, 2013 8:39 PM
Mar 10, 2013 10:23 PM
Mar 10, 2013 7:07 PM

a
a
e
f
k
f
d
c
e
a
h
g
e
k
a
i
g
h
f
g
a
b
a
f
k
K
h
K
g
e
a
a
f
g
k
g
f
g
g

3rd Most
3
0
2
4
8
2
5
5
7
1
7
44

2nd Most
important

Total top
15
1
5
9
15
18
21
13
12
2
20
1
132

Categories

3rd Most
importan
t

f
g
h
g
g
g
h
f
d
k
e
f
g
a good mix of affordable housing for work force
c
a
f
f
e
k
i
a
h
c
j
d
d
i
h
f
i
k
i
f
e
f
g
k
k

i
k
a
i
d
k
k
i
k
d
a
i
f
g
h
c
j
k
c
f
h
d
k
i
g
e
g
g
e
h
d
h
g
k
a
h
e
e
i
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Mar 10, 2013 1:38 AM
Mar 9, 2013 11:39 PM
Mar 6, 2013 6:26 PM
Mar 6, 2013 3:44 AM
Mar 6, 2013 12:51 AM

Most Important
g. Ensuring that economic prosperity is environmentally sustainable.
k. Ensuring a living wage for all workers.
f. Balancing business interests with Banff’s location within a national park.
e. Creating the conditions that attract and retain a diverse population.
h. Providing a good mix of rental and owned residential housing.
b. Ensuring a diverse mix of stores and services that have something for
c. Catering to visitor needs to maximize dollars spent.
d. Developing strategies to help ensure that money earned in Banff remains
i. Having a clean, well-maintained, visually attractive mountain town.
j. Creating a strong engaged volunteer base.
ordable housing for work force
a. High level of visitation
Total Importance
g. Ensuring that economic prosperity is environmentally sustainable.
k. Ensuring a living wage for all workers.
f. Balancing business interests with Banff’s location within a national park.
e. Creating the conditions that attract and retain a diverse population.
h. Providing a good mix of rental and owned residential housing.
i. Having a clean, well-maintained, visually attractive mountain town.
d. Developing strategies to help ensure that money earned in Banff remains
a. High level of visitation
c. Catering to visitor needs to maximize dollars spent.
j. Creating a strong engaged volunteer base.
ordable housing for work force
b. Ensuring a diverse mix of stores and services that have something for
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What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Is there anything you would like to add that should be included in a definition of economic prosperity?
Answer Options

Response Count

answered question
skipped question
#
1
2
3

4
5

6

7
8
9

Response Date
Response Text
Mar 30, 2013 9:46 PM I have said it: CONSERVATIONISM AND SUSTAINABILITY
Mar 25, 2013 11:49 PM Strong community connections builds a sense of belonging which creates more stability to weather
changing economics
Mar 22, 2013 7:31 PM Decide whether the focus is on people or profit. Yes, I know we need businesses/hotels etc., but the
cost shouldn't be at the expense of the average people's enjoyment of our community and homes.
Mar 19, 2013 9:13 PM providing an excellent experience at our ski areas not just the far below experience we offer now
Mar 19, 2013 7:33 PM Banff desperately needs to increase the perception of value by improving the quality of all services
provided in our town. This is achieved by retaining as many of the best people and reducing overall
turnover.
Mar 19, 2013 3:40 PM Economic prosperity must include a notion of resilience. A model of prosperity that is based only on
one or a few market conditions cannot guide a community into a economically sustainable future.
Therefore, prosperity needs to be understood in terms of resilience, in times of growth and during
periods of economic stagnation.
Mar 19, 2013 7:30 AM Since everything is integral with each other, there's nothing 'to balance' out. In every decision-making
process, Banffite must strive for the LONGEST SUSTAINABILITY in mind.
Mar 18, 2013 10:17 PM TOB is a one industry town. The Town was created to be a centre for visitors to BNP. Support
commercial development and housing for people who have a need to reside!
Mar 18, 2013 9:57 PM Town should encourage and promote reinvestment and innovation.

10

Mar 18, 2013 9:31 PM

11
12

Mar 18, 2013 6:40 PM
Mar 18, 2013 12:01 AM

13
14

Mar 14, 2013 5:36 PM
Mar 12, 2013 3:10 AM

15

Mar 11, 2013 8:39 PM

16

17
18

18
18
139

TOWN SHOULD NOT CONFUSE ECONOMIC PROSPERITY WITH SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROSPERITY! (As they seem to be doing with this survey)
I want to see full-cost accounting with long range vision. Impact on the environment and community
need to be figured in as a value.
no
How the residents are doing with the increased tax's, utilitiy bills and cost of living in Banff that is much
higher than other places in Alberta
Definitely environmental sustainability, but also "social sustainability".
Living within our means and keeping taxes low while ensuring sound fiscal planning and decision
making.
social services to support a diverse population. This could be included with (e), but it isn't spelled out
clearly. Schools, seniors centre, day care, library, women's shelter, full-service hospital, ...

Mar 10, 2013 10:23 PM We should support policies that minimize the gap between the most prosperous and least prosperous
in the community.
National park interests should always take precedence over business interests in Banff.
Mar 9, 2013 11:39 PM Economic prosperity is not just about businesses making money. It's about the people in this town - the
diversity of the community.
Mar 6, 2013 3:44 AM no

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following. Use a scale of 1 to 5 where ONE is “disagree strongly” and FIVE is “agree strongly.”
The economic prosperity definition recognizes that…
Disagree
Agree
Rating
Response
Answer Options
Strongly
Strongly
Average
Count
Banff’s economic prosperity is linked to Alberta economic
3
6
15
12
4
3.20
40
Banff’s economic prosperity is linked to quality of life –
0
4
1
9
27
4.44
41

answered question
skipped question

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following. Use a scale of 1 to 5
where ONE is “disagree strongly” and FIVE is “agree strongly.” The economic
prosperity definition recognizes that…

Banff’s economic prosperity is linked to quality of
life – that is the degree to which people have a
sense of well-being in relation to the place they
live, work, and play.

Banff’s economic prosperity is linked to Alberta
economic performance.

0.00

2.00

4.00

6.00

44
113

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
At the most fundamental level, economic prosperity in any community means the economy is doing well and most people have enough income for essentials
and perhaps a little extra. It means businesses are hiring and jobs are relatively easy to get. It does not mean that every single person has a job or everyone is
Very
Response
Answer Options
Very Satisfied Rating Average
Dissatisfied
Count
3
4
24
12
1
3.09
44
answered question
44
skipped question
113

At

0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Why do you say that? (your response to the previous question)
Answer Options

Response Count

answered question
skipped question
#

38
38
119

Response Date
Response Text
Mar 31, 2013 3:32 PM The number of well paying middle to senior level jobs have significantly shrunk over the last 10
years; in addition the number of business owners able to generate profits and employ works at a
variety of levels has visibly shrunk; empty strorefronts and office/retain space abound by
cpmparison to 10 years ago
2
Mar 31, 2013 2:54 AM Very tough to make a living off worker wages. (Only a few high paying jobs. the rest are not
enough to live on.
3
Mar 31, 2013 2:03 AM The business I work is constantly looking for workers. That said, it can change depending on
economic conditions outside our town boundaries let alone our provincial boundaries.
1

4

Mar 30, 2013 9:47 PM We have a strong influx of foreign workers willing to take service jobs and the like as they are
just here to experience the mountains. For the most part, local families are fairly prosperous and
are able to provide their children with not only basic needs, but the incredible opportunity to
grow up in one of the world's most unique and precious locations.

5
6

Mar 30, 2013 7:49 PM too expenses for families to set up and remain in Banff even being employed
Mar 25, 2013 11:50 PM Not enough good quality rental housing
Wages are low
not enough attention to creating experiences for visitors that fit national park
Mar 22, 2013 7:34 PM I see some very large homes going in for business owners, while their staff live in terrible
accommodation. It suggests that, as in many other places, the rich are getting richer, yet I do
not seem any benefits to our community - a grant to the public library; support for smaller school
projects - by other than a very few. I do know that there are jobs available, that not all
businesses are succeeding but I guess I miss the Jeanie and Fong Eng attitude about
community support.
Mar 19, 2013 9:15 PM middle of the road is what we offer and is what we get in return
Mar 19, 2013 7:47 PM Based on cost of living (rent/housing prices, food and basic supplies, entertainment) I do not
believe that "most" people earn an income that allows for long-term savings growth. Jobs in
Banff are readily available but almost entirely at the entry-level. Breaking in to the next level
which promises job security and reasonable income is very difficult in this town. There will
always be transient/seasonal people in this town but there should be more support in place (ie.
town-run rental accomodation) for those people who can genuinely contribute to our community
and want to make a life here.
Mar 19, 2013 3:46 PM The seasonal nature of employment in Banff means that people can generally find work, if they
arrive at an appropriate time. But their ability to have a sustainable income here is slight. The
jobs that could afford people to raise a family here are few. While a job is relatively easy to find,
jobs with long-term security at a living wage are extremely rare.
Mar 19, 2013 11:43 AM I've lived here 20+ years. I choose to live here because of what "Banff" is. I am also privledged
to work for a strong employer in our community and feel we have a very positive impact on why
people are coming to Banff.
Mar 19, 2013 2:26 AM There are many people living in Banff who do not make a living wage. The cost of living to
wages ratio is very high in Banff.
Mar 18, 2013 11:10 PM Many entry level wages barely cover living essentials.
Mar 18, 2013 10:25 PM Banff has great potential to be much better than it is. If the TOB would start to understand why
we are here, we could focus on making the Town more efficient and liveable for the people who
choose to work here. Recognize our challenges, and come up with a strategy to make our
Town a special place to work and live.
Mar 18, 2013 9:58 PM Visitation rebounding from disastrous years of 2009 and 2010
Mar 18, 2013 9:33 PM At this time Banff is in a thriving situation, beyond just surviving.
Mar 18, 2013 9:30 PM too large of a gap beteen have and have no
Mar 18, 2013 9:24 PM While it can be challenging to afford to live in Banff, most people I know manage to make it work
without excessive sacrifices. Jobs aren't too hard to come by, and generally pay acceptably.
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Mar 18, 2013 8:47 PM I don't believe wages are reflective of cost of living in the area
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Mar 18, 2013 7:14 PM Work is available, Banff's tourism performance is strong in camparison to competitors in most
areas, vacancy rates are low and residents and businesses pay fair taxes.
Mar 18, 2013 6:40 PM I'm happy
Mar 18, 2013 4:37 PM The town appears to be struggling in some areas - for example - if half of a mall is empty that
should not be 'ok'
Mar 18, 2013 3:05 PM Although challenging, we continue to see new families struggling to survive.
Mar 18, 2013 2:47 PM The quality of life in relation to outdoor pursuits is high, yet the inability for many of our residents
to get into the housing market leads to critical migration to other mountain destinations
Mar 18, 2013 12:04 AM With the economy not recovered from 911, but the expeses still increasing things are still not
good in Banff.
Mar 17, 2013 10:59 PM Banff has to compete against a very competitive tourism industry. We should be busier and in
turn, people can afford to live here and raise their family here. Too many comments to write...
Mar 17, 2013 10:59 PM Banff is different. We are lucky. When the rest of the world may be in recession, we still get
visitors. We have seasonal jobs and we need our students to come and work in Banff, we also
need them to leave. This town gives students from all over the world an opportunity and
experience they will never forget. Many of us even choose to stay. Banff Lake Louise Tourism
is doing an excellent job attracting tourists, if the town is attractive, and the visitor has a good
experience it is a win win situaton.
Mar 17, 2013 6:15 PM not sure - so picked the middle
Mar 14, 2013 5:44 PM What does that mean, "the economy is doing well". Lots of profits made? I don't think Banff's
economy should have to grow, so in that sense I feel it's doing quite badly currently. There's too
much idea that Banff needs to be a normal town where there's lots of profits to be made. I do
think people need to earn a living wage, at the same time it's a privilege to live and work here,
so nobody should have expectations of getting rich and affording a big place. Banffites need to
be more humble, and appreciate that the real benefit of living here is the nature. Also, "jobs are
relatively easy to get" is not a good statement in a community, where so many transients live.
Should jobs be easy to get for English kids that want to pary? Or for locals who actually live
here? For the long term residents, there's not much work. Partly because most of the wages are
too low, and partly because tourist towns just don't offer many jobs where you need much brain.
And since Parks Canada has cut so much of its research, there really isn't much to do for
educated people here. So in that sense, I don't feel Banff is doing well at all. Most work is either
environmentally or socialy unsustainable.
Mar 13, 2013 2:29 PM Too many low wage jobs relative to housing affordability
Mar 12, 2013 3:12 AM While most people i know have a place to live either by renting or owning some have to take a
second job to make ends meet. But the fact is that they are able to get a second job if they want
to work as the work is there
Mar 11, 2013 8:42 PM much of the 'affordable' rental / staff housing is both expensive (hence very crowded), and of
very poor quality. This affects all lower-income groups and young families.
Mar 10, 2013 7:09 PM Because we continued to do surprisingly well through the recent recession, because we still
have a charming small town that is reasonably in sync with its national park environment,
because most people who stay and make the effort manage to make a life here. We can do
better, but we're not doing badly.
Mar 10, 2013 1:40 AM It is difficult for businesses to pay staff well enough to afford to stay long term in BANFF - many
jobs are entry level - so we have issues and support required for the young people to ensure
success for them
Mar 9, 2013 11:42 PM The definition is at best a weak one. The definition of economic prosperity should be re-defined
to include other aspects of the community, including cultural.
Mar 6, 2013 6:28 PM Many jobs are still low-level retail or hospitality - a bit of a Catch 22.
Mar 6, 2013 3:45 AM I have a job that isn't bad but make less money than a bartender (before tips).
Mar 6, 2013 12:52 AM Too many low wage jobs

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Gender:
Response
Percent
43.2%
56.8%

Answer Options
Male
Female

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
19
25
44
113

Gender:

Male
Female

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Age
Response
Percent
0.0%
2.3%
11.4%
29.5%
31.8%
18.2%
4.5%
2.3%

Answer Options
<18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
Prefer not to respond

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
0
1
5
13
14
8
2
1
44
113

Age

<18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
Prefer not to respond

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Time living/doing business in Banff
Answer Options
Less than 1 year
1 year to less than 5 years
5 years to less than 10 years
10 years or more
Prefer not to respond

Response
Percent
0.0%
6.8%
22.7%
70.5%
0.0%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
0
3
10
31
0
44
113

Time living/doing business in Banff

Less than 1 year
1 year to less than 5 years
5 years to less than 10 years
10 years or more
Prefer not to respond

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Are you a parent with children under 18 years old living at home?
Answer Options
Yes
No
Prefer not to respond

Response
Percent
31.8%
65.9%
2.3%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
14
29
1
44
113

Are you a parent with children under 18 years old living at home?

Yes
No
Prefer not to respond

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Are you currently
Response
Percent
2.3%
0.0%
2.3%
0.0%
84.1%
11.4%

Answer Options
Retired
Unemployed and seeking employment
Unemployed and not seeking employment
Employed for the season only
Employed on an ongoing basis
Prefer not to respond

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
1
0
1
0
37
5
44
113

Are you currently

Retired
Unemployed and seeking
employment
Unemployed and not seeking
employment
Employed for the season only
Employed on an ongoing basis
Prefer not to respond

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Are you an owner / manager?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent
38.9%
61.1%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
14
22
36
121

Are you an owner / manager?

Yes
No

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Which one of the following sectors do you work in?
Answer Options
Retail
Food & Beverage
Accommodation
Other

Response
Percent
2.8%
5.6%
27.8%
63.9%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
1
2
10
23
36
121

Which one of the following sectors do you work in?

Retail
Food & Beverage
Accommodation
Other

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Please provide your total household income for 2012
Answer Options
Less than $20,000
$20,000 to less than $40,000
$40,000 to less than $60,000
$60,000 to less than $80,000
$80,000 to less than $100,000
$100,000 to less $120,000
$120,000 or more
Prefer not to respond

Response
Percent
0.0%
7.0%
7.0%
14.0%
14.0%
9.3%
23.3%
25.6%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
0
3
3
6
6
4
10
11
43
114

Please provide your total household income for 2012

Less than $20,000
$20,000 to less than $40,000
$40,000 to less than $60,000
$60,000 to less than $80,000
$80,000 to less than $100,000
$100,000 to less $120,000
$120,000 or more
Prefer not to respond

What Does Economic Prosperity Mean To You?
Please indicate the distribution of your income sources
Answer Options
Percentage from employment:
Percentage from investment:
Percentage from RSP / Pension (incl.
Other sources:
Prefer not to respond

Response
Percent
75.7%
16.2%
18.9%
8.1%
21.6%

answered question
skipped question

Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Percentage from
employment:

Response Date

Mar 31, 2013 3:33
Mar 31, 2013 2:55
Mar 31, 2013 2:04
Mar 30, 2013 9:49
Mar 30, 2013 7:50
Mar 25, 2013 11:51
Mar 19, 2013 7:48
Mar 19, 2013 3:48
Mar 19, 2013 11:44
Mar 19, 2013 7:33
Mar 19, 2013 2:27
Mar 18, 2013 11:11
Mar 18, 2013 9:58
Mar 18, 2013 9:34
Mar 18, 2013 9:30
Mar 18, 2013 9:25
Mar 18, 2013 7:14
Mar 18, 2013 6:42
Mar 18, 2013 4:23
Mar 18, 2013 3:05
Mar 18, 2013 2:48
Mar 18, 2013 12:05
Mar 17, 2013 11:35
Mar 17, 2013 11:00
Mar 17, 2013 11:00
Mar 17, 2013 6:16
Mar 16, 2013 4:14
Mar 14, 2013 5:45
Mar 13, 2013 2:29
Mar 12, 2013 3:13
Mar 11, 2013 8:43
Mar 10, 2013 10:26
Mar 10, 2013 7:10
Mar 10, 2013 1:41
Mar 9, 2013 11:43
Mar 6, 2013 3:46
Mar 6, 2013 12:53

PM
AM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM
AM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM
PM
PM
PM
AM
PM
AM
AM

100
100

Response
Count
28
6
7
3
8
37
120

Categories

invest or pension
employment

0.135135
0.72973

Percentag
Percentag
e from
e from
RSP /
Categories
Categories
investment
Pension
:
(incl. OAS,
CPP):

none (yet)

Other
sources:

Categorie Prefer not
s
to respond

none(yet)
Yes
NA

100
100
95
100
100
100
99%

5

1%
yes

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

0

0

0

0

0

0
x

100
100
0
100
100
100
100
100
x
20
95
60

40
5

20

20

40
X
x

100
90

Please indicate the distribution of your income sources
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Percentage from Percentage from Percentage from Other sources:
employment:
investment:
RSP / Pension
(incl. OAS, CPP):

Prefer not to
respond

